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Rep. Jones to fight
order to free papers
on Carroll Hubbard
WASHINGTON IAP1 — Rep.
Walter Jones. D-N.C., said he
plans to fight a federal court subpoena ordering him to produce
House records in connection with
a U.S. Justice Department investigation of Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky.
Jones, chairman of the House
Merchant Marine and Fisheries
Committee, said he regards the
committee's records to be internal
and confidential.
U.S. District Court in
Washington issued the subpoena
last month, ordering Jones to present "certain papers" in the
custody of his committee. Jones
said only that the record in question dealt with Hubbard recommendations on committee staff
members.
A Jones aide, Floyd Lupton,

I

MUZZLE LOAD AND SHOOT — Mike Melson shows how to load,
fire and shoot a caplock rifle at The Homeplace-1850, a living history
farm in TVA's Land Between The Lakes( LBL I. The Homeplace-1850

"family" performs routine chores daily at the two-generation farm
to demonstrate life-style and fanning techniques of the early 19th
century farmers of the area
(TVA Photo By Ray Thomas)

NKU president supports funding plan
HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky.
(AP) — Northern Kentucky
University President Dr. A.D.
Albright said that he supports the
basic concept of formula funding
for state universities.
"At the outset, it should be
stated that we support the concept
of a formula approach to financing higher education," Albright
said Wednesday during a hearing
on education funding before
members of the state Council on
Higher Education.
The formula system, Albright
said, "represents considerable
progress toward a goals of adequate and equitable funding."
But Dennis Taulbee, Northern
Kentucky's budget director, said
consideration should be given to
his school's special needs. He said
that students at NKU, the state's
newest and fastest-growing
university, pay disproportionately
higher tuitions than students at
other schools because NKU has
many more part-time students.
He suggested the funding formula be modified to compensate

partly sunny
Today partly sunny with a 40
percent chance of
thunderstorms. High in the upper 80s. Light south to
southwest winds. Tonight partly cloudy with a .20 percent
chance of showers. Low in the
tow 70s. Light south winds. Friday partly sunny and very
warm with a 20 percent chance
of thunderstorms. High around
90. Light south winds.
Saturday through Monday:
Warm with scattered thundershowers. Highs in the mid 80s to
near 90 and low in the mid 60s.
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for the number of area students
who take special graduate programs through a cooperative
graduate center with the University of Kentucky and a reciprocal
tuition agreement with the
University of Cincinnati.
The hearing at Northern Kentucky was one of several planned
for college campuses across the

state to discuss the funding format
for the 1984-86 budget period. The
General Assembly ordered the
hearings before the council submits its next funding proposals.
The funding formula caused
considerable debate during the
1982 legislative session because
four schools — Western Kentucky,
Eastern Kentucky, Morehead

Venezuela threatens break
of OPEC production quota
By LORRAINE CICHOWSKI
AP Business Writer
Venezuela's oil minister is
thieatening to break OPEC's
production-sharing agreement if
other countries continue to violate
a pact to produce no more than
17.5 million barrels a day total.
Meanwhile, a top U.S. official
says foreign steel imports can't be
blamed for all the problems facing
the domestic steel industry.
Humberto Calderon Beni, the
Venezuelan oil minister, told
reporters Wednesday that at least
three members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries are violating individual production quotas agreed on last
March. He spoke after a special
meeting of an OPEC committee.

Bob Valentine adds
new credit to list
Robert Valentine is probably
best known throughout this area
as his alter-ego "Mark Twain," or
as the guiding hand behind the
highly successful national champion Murray State University
forensics program. This year he
added another dimension to his
accomplishments director of
Theatre Productions.
This past spring, Bob's brother
Richard, resigned as managing
director of the Murray-Calloway
County Community Theatre's
Playhouse in the Park. Robert
tentatively stepped into his
brother's shoes and accepted the
assignment to direct the spring
production of "Ten Little Indians."
"We had great community support for that show." said Valentine. "I think most people showed
up to see if I'd blow it!"
Bolstered by the success of
"Ten Little Indians," Robert
Valentine will direct his second
production, as the Playhouse in
the Park opens Thornton Wilder's
"The Skin of Our Teeth" this
weekend, July 8-10 and next
weekend, July 15-17.
Tickets are $3.50 for adults snd
$2 for catudents, childre.k: and
senior citizens.
Curtain time each evening is 8
p.m. For reservations or more information,call ( 502(759-1752.

All 13 OPEC ministers are
scheduled to meet Friday in a
special session to consider the
committee's recommendation
that they maintain the current
total output ceiling of 17.5 million
barrels a day.

Ford not to run
for governor
A source close to the governor informed the Murray
Ledger & Times late this morning that Sen. Wendell Ford will
not be a candidate for governor
in 1983.
Ford, who served as governor prior to being elected
senator, had scheduled a news
conference this afternoon to
make the announcement.
Complete details will appear
in Friday's edition.

State and Murray State — felt
they would be slighted in favor of
NKU,UK and Louisville.
The formula method of funding
used by the council is tied to a 1977
mission statement for state
schools.
Albright said there is only a
"tenuous relationship" between a
university's mission and its funding.
"Until such time as the council
relates performance of established goals with funding, any
(Continued On Page 2)

confirmed that the subpoena dealt
with the probe of Hubbard.
Hubbard is a member of Jones'
committee and also chairs the
subcommittee on the Panama
Shelf and Outer Continental Shelf.
In June 1981, the FBI said it was
investigating complaints that
Hubbard allegedly used committee members for non-committee
work. One complaint alleged that
such help was used in Hubbard's
unsuccessful 1979 bid for governor.
Earlier this year, six former
congressional employees with ties
to Hubbard were subpoenaed to
testify before a District Court
grand jury in Washington. Since
grand jury matters are secret, it
was not known what they
employees were asked by the
Justice Department.

Sheriff arrests men
for fraud operation
Three men allegedly running a
septic tank cleaning fraud were
arrested Wednesday, according to
a sheriff's department
spokesman.
The three are Billy Charles
Doss, 26, New Albany, Miss.: Bob-by Joe Doss, 25, Jackson. Tenn.;
and Sullivan Cooper, 46, Port
Allen, La. A warrant has been
issued for a fourth man, Leo
Dyson, of Mississippi. All are
charged with theft by deception
over $100, a felony.
The sheriff's office was first
notified of the alleged scam June
9. The operation worked in out-ofthe-way spots in the county, particularly on elderly homeowners.
According to the sheriff's
spokesman, the crew would offer

to clean the septic tank or test for
cleaning, and charge exorbitant
prices, two and three times the
normal price charged by
legitimate businesses.
The spokesman said the group
was apparently working its way to
the World's Fair in Knoxville,
Tenn., and was making a return
trip.
Persons who received service
on their septic tanks during June
by men working in an unmarked
truck are asked to report such to
the sheriff's department, so
authorities can determine the extent of the men's work in this area.
The three were arrested with
the help of Kentucky State Police.
They are held in Calloway County
Jail with bond set at $10,000 each.

Group sets guidelines for scholarship
An 11-member committee has
begun the process of developing
guidelines and fund-raising activities for the newly-established
scholarship at Murray State
University honoring the memory
of Dr. Rex E. Alexander.
Alexander, a professor in the
Department of Recreation and
Physical Education and a Murray
State faculty member for almost
30 years, died in an automobile accident March 28 on the Western
Kentucky Parkway in Grayson
County.
Chairman of the committee is
James E. "Buck" Hurley of Benton, president of the Alumni
Association, which will administer the scholarship. Serving
with him are:
Harold Doran, vice president of

People Bank of Murray: Mancil J.
Vinson, retired director of alumni
affairs at Murray State: three
representatives of the Department of Recreation and Physical
Education — Dr. Chad Stewart,
chairman, and faculty members
Dr. Diane O'Brien and Dr. Ken
Purcell;
Charles E. Eldridge, assistant
dean of admissions; Dwain McIntosh, assistant director of information and public services;
M.C. Garrott, retired director of
information and public services;
J.D. Rayburn, retired from the
faculty in the College of Human
Development and Learning; and
Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs.
The scholarship, the amount of
which will be determined by in-

terest generated by a base investment, will be awarded to an incoming freshman, with
preference expected to be given to
majors in physical education and
recreation.
To be based on need, academic
achievement,leadership and community service, the scholarship
will be awarded for the first time
in the fall of 1983.
Alexander's tenure at Murray
State included four years as head
basketball coach, as well as head
coaching assignment' in both
baseball and tennis. He was widely known and respected in his profession.
He was recognized by the Alumni Association at Murray State as
the Distinguished Professor of the
Year in 1976.

Median income doubles during decade
The median income of Kentucky
families more than doubled -over
the past decade — from $7,441 in
1970 to $16,399 in 1980.
The foregoing statement is one
of many observations that are
made from reviewing statistical
data recently released by the
Population Research Unit of the
University of Louisville's Urban
Studies Center. The new publication, "Social, Economic and Housing Characteristics for Kentucky,
1970-1980," is based on provisional
sample data from the 1980 U.S.
Census of Population and Housing
and contains statistical highlights
including:
- Reversing historical trends,
rural areas grew faster than urban areas of the state. Only seven
other states have a higher proportion of their population living in
rural areas. But, while Kentucky
became more rural, the Lirn'
population declined nearly 44 percent.
From 1970 to 1980. the foreignhorn population of Kentucky nearly doubled.
Commuters using carpools
more than doubled, but the use of
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public transportation to work
declined by 25 percent.
— Not surprisingly, 98.2 percent
of Kentucky's adult population
speaks only English at home, but
that compares with only 88.7 percent of the U.S. population as a
whole.

of Kentucky homes, electricity for
heating increased 255 percent and
wood heating increased by more
than 213 percent. In 1980, electricity was used for heating 23 percent
of occupied houses while wood
was used in 6.2 percent of the
state's housing.

— During the past decade, Kentucky's number of federal government workers fell by 6.8 percent,
but the number of state and local
government workers rose by 71.2
percent and 38.4 percent, respectively.
The health services industry
experienced the highest rate of
employment growth of all Kentucky' industries.
— The number of housing units
with central air conditioning increased by more than 330 percent.
By 1980, nearly 29 percent of yearround housing used such a system.
—.,Kentucluans are opting for
larger hoineT- More than twothirds of The state's owneroccupied housing had at least
three bedrooms.
- Although utility gas remains
the most commonly-used fuel for
home heating, used in 51.3 percent

— In 1980, 87.3 percent of all occupied housing had telephones,
compared with 78.1 percent in
1970.

f`ACI

— While blacks did make gains
relative to whites in education
over the decade, unemployment is
increasingly higher for blacks
than whites, and the income gap
between races continued to widen
between 1970 and 1980.
"Social, Economic and Housing
Characteristics for Kentucky.
1970-1980" is the eighth publication in the continuing Kentucky
Demographic Series published by
U of L's Urban Studies Unit,and disseminated by the State
Data Center of Kentucky, located
on U-of
Garelancoacetanzpus.
The 1980 data used in the report is
based on a special subsample of
the full census sample and
represents eight percent of the
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sample census questionnaires, or
approximately one and a half percent of the total population. The
full sample statistics will be
available later as will publications
which include estimates of social,
economic and housing
characteristics of geographical
subareas within the state.
Copies of this eighth report in
the Kentucky Demographic Series
are available for $3 each, which
includes postage and handling.
The comprehensive population
research program. of which this
report is a product, has been made
possible to a great extent by the
Commonwealth of Kentucky,
which has designated the University of Louisville Urban Stulies
Center as the state's primary
source of demographic information and research.
For more information, additional comments or clarifications,
contact the U of L Urban Studies
Center. Douglas Nunn is center
director. Michael l.. Price is
director of the Population
Research Unit and Vernon Smith
is manager of the State Date
Center. The telephone number In
ouisville is ( 502 I 5811-6626.
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District hearings concerning drunk driving measures scheduled
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) -Sevee hearings, one in each congressional district, will be held on
the issue of new curbs against
drunk driving.
The Legislative Research Commission decided on the meetings
after a personal plea from state
Rep. Aubrey Williams, DLouisville, who helped kill a bill
which would have jailed convicted
drunk drivers.
Williams bottled the measure in
his committee where it died on the
last day of the 1982 session. He had
been rebuffed in the previous
meeting of the General Assembly
leaders on his request for hearing3-

But Wednesday, he showed up to
make a personal plea.
"There's hardly anywhere I go
that I'm not confronted with this,"
Williams said. ''(ButI it doesn't
bother me in the least, what I
did.''

Williams had written the LRC
after it turned down his request,
saying, "I took and am still taking
a- lot of heat over the 'stammer'
bill."
That measure was so described
because various versions would
have required at least a day in jail
upon conviction.
Williams asked for 13 hearings
around the state, but LRC
members disagreed about how
many were needed.
Sen. David Karem, D Louisville, whose motion quashed
the hearings previously, suggested three at Frankfort, but that
was turned down.
House Speaker Bobby Richardson, D-Glasgow, suggested six and
finally it was decided to hold
seven, one in each congressional
district. No times or places have
been set.
"We're being shortsighted if we
don't provide a forum on the
issue," Richardson said.
Asked if seven hearings instead

of 13 would be sufficient, Williams
told reporters they would have to
be well planned so that a
reasonable number of people
could be on hand.
He said he has no doubt that
legislation to strengthen drunk
driving laws is needed in the 1984
session.
"We must come back with
something," Williams said.
However, he reiterated that he
still retains reservations about the
original measure, which he opposed because he said first-offender
penalties would have been too stringent and sufficient jail space
was unavailable.
Williams said he estimates that
"85 to 90 percent" Of those who
have raised the subject with him
"agreed with me.
He said he believes his letter to
the LRC changed the minds of
members.
The so-called slanuner bill had
been pushed by Mothers Against
Drunk Driving, and Williams said

Camp MARC is special camp
By Judy Muehlernan
Guest Writer
Summer is the time for camp.
Each year many individuals
enroll in sports camps, day
camps, church camps, and scout
camps. However, few of us in
western Kentucky are probably
familiar with a very special camp
— Camp MARC.
Twenty years ago Camp MARC
( Many Associations for Retarded
Citizens) first offered mentally
handicapped individuals the opportunity to participate in planned
leisure and recreatiohal activities
in a camp environmentEach year, Camp MARC
operates for two weeks during the
summer. This year the adult
week, for ages 18 and up, will run
from Aug. 1-7; the children's
week, ages including 6-17. Collows
from Aug. 8-13. The camp is held

at Brandon Springs, a TVA facili- groups and individuals who may
ty, in Land Between the Lakes.
be interested in working as
These special campers, approx- volunteer counselors. Generally
imately 95 each week, will par- 35-40 volunteers are needed each
ticipate in a variety of activities week. The ratio of counselors to
throughout their stay. Daily ac- campers varies depending upon
tivities include events, skits, the individual needs of the
campfires and a dance also campers. Trained program
highlight each week's events. The specialists provide instruction in
camp tradition, Tajar, is a com- each of the activity areas.
bination of a tiger, a badger,and a
The directorship of Camp
jaguar.
MARC changes each year. ServEach specific activity features
ing in this capacity this year is
various age-appropriate ex- Michelle Shoaff of Murray. Shoaff
periences. Hopefully, each inis employed by the Calloway
dividual will develop an interest County School System as the TMH
or learn a skill that will construc- teacher at Southwest Elementary
tively and pleasurably occupy his School. Last year, she worked at
leisure time in his everyday life.
Camp MARC as the arts and
In the spring, applications for crafts program specialist.
camp are sent to local Association
for Retarded Citizens (ARC)
For further information, conchapters, schools, previous tact Mrs. Michelle Shoaff, 1803
campers and comprehensive care Westwood Drive, Murray, Ky.,
centers.- Also contacted are 42071.

"The regular Annual Meeting of Members of West
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation will
be held this year on Saturday, July 10, 1982, in
Calloway County at the North Calloway Elementary
School, North 16th Street, Murray, Kentucky, which is
shown in the map below.
"The meeting will begin at 3:00 o'clock p.m. Daylight
Saving Time.
"All members of West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation are urged to attend this
meeting."
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substitute for income, sales and
possibly other taxes. Advocates
claim it would raise as much or
more money as currently without
filing complications.
The state Revenue Department
has the plan under study and will
report to Brown by fall.
The next regular session will be
in January 1984, but the governor
has indicated be might call the
special session if he likes the gross
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By SY FtAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. )AP( — The
state is turning away from its
system of mixing severe and mild
juvenile offenders and is claiming
money will be saved in the process.
The future course was announced Wednesday by state Human
Resources Secretary Grady Stumbo, who said services also would
be expanded.
Advocacy groups has sought a
number of the changes and one of
their lawyers, 011ie Barber, said
he is pleased.
Stumbo said a key change is the
decision not to put status offenders in institutions. Status offenders are not charged with
crimes, but often are runaways or
mild delinquents. Their incarceration with public offenders has
aroused much controversy.
Barber said that not only will
the new plan save money, but also
the "suffering these kids endure."
Stumbo said status offenders
would be placed in group homes,
with no more than eight
youngsters in each home and with
a staff almost as large.
The secretary said each treatment center for public offenders
will house no more than 50, which
means the Danville facility with

150 will be reduced drastically.
That's also where the bulk of the
planned savings will be realized.
Stumbo said seven new group
homes for the milder offenders
are planned for this year and two
more for 1984.
He said his agency will continue
to push for educational improvement for the juveniles, declaring
that instruction, which averaged
as little as an hour a day a few
years ago has come up to four or
five hours daily.
The resulting savings, according to Stumbo will give judges
more leeway to use beds for institutional offenders.
Stumbo said it also will enable
Human Resources to prepare for
full implementation of Kentucky's
new juvenile code, which was
passed in the 1980 legislative session but is not funded yet.
The state currently handles 932
juveniles a month and Stumbo
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said the revision will enable it to
supervise 1,110.
The current yearly cost is $20.9
million and Stumbo said the
estimated new cost will be $18.4
million.
When Stumbo took his post, he
appointed a task force on residential services for youth to review
the system and making recommendations for changes.
Stumbo said the broad answer
was a system of various levels of
care — institutions, group homes
and day treatment programs.
He said his agency has begun to
de-institutionalize status offenders and convert them to
public offender facilities.
The pubic offenders who otherwise would be going to Danville
are being admitted to smaller
facilities.
The Danville operation, which
cost $4.4 million a year, will require only $L7 million under the
changes.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Possi- drug or sex scandal.
Members of Congress are said
ble sexual misconduct and alleged
use of cocaine on Capitol Hill are to have solicited homosexual sex
under investigation by both with teen-age pages who are
federal and local law enforcement employed by Congress to run eragencies who are now getting rands.
together to coordinate their efforts.
A source who asked not to be
identified said the FBI, the Drug
Enforcement Administration, the
Justice Department and
Washington, D.C., police met
BOSTON (AP) — Many coffee
Wednesday at the local FBI field
drinkers heard about a medical
office to air differences about
study that links their morning
communication failures among
brew with cancer of the pancreas,
the agencies.
but a survey says their reaction
The meeting explored was generally the same: They ig"philosophical and moral ques- nored it.
tions" but reached no firm concluThe study, made public in
sions on the conduct of the in- March 1981, said people who drink
vestigation, said another source a cup or two of coffee a day are
who asked to remain anonymous.
nearly twice as likely as non"They'll have to talk further on drinkers to develop this form of
where they're going," he said. He cancer. The Harvard researchers
said the participants expressed who did the work cautioned that
concern over unsubstantiated their discovery should be verified
reports.
by other studies.
So far, no member of Congress
The report received wide
has been named publicly in any of publicity, and four months later,
the investigations.
researchers from the University
According to sources, a federal of New Mexico Medical Center
grand jury probing an alleged conducted a telephone survey to
drug ring operating on Capitol Hill find out what effect it had on peohas not focused on any member of ple's habits.
the House or Senate.
They interviewed 566 people and
An FBI source, who asked not to found that 70 percent were coffee
be named, said he did not know of drinkers. Only one person conanyone from Congress being inter- tacted had specifically cut down
viewed by the FBI in either the on coffee consumption because of
the article's findings, although 58
percent of the people said they
knew about the coffee study.
"Regardless of the intent of the
authors and media, the associaThe Board of Directors of Ken- tion of coffee drinking with cancer
tucky's Western Waterland will of the pancreas was presented to
meet Monday, July 12, at the Lone the public in a fashion that might
Oak Restaurant in Hopkinsville. have affected behavior," the
The restaruant is located at 317 researchers noted. "The data
16th St.
from our survey clearly indicated
Dinner will begin at 6:30 p.m. that this information had little
followed by the business portion of long-term effect."
the meeting. London Broil,
The survey was directed by Dr.
vegetable, salad and drink will be Jonathan M. Samet and published
served and the cost of the meal in today's issue of the New
will be $12,including tax and tip.
England Journal of Medicine,
All KWW members and guests which printed the original coffee
are invited to attend.
study.

Coffee drinkers
ignore wain"mg

(Continued From Page 1)
changes to the formula will do little more than preserve the status
quo," he said.
"Ask yourself, how well are the
institutions doing in relation to
these missions? Then ask, how
well does the formula reflect the
emphasis of these missions?
-Put bluntly, what financial incentives are there for an institution to conform to the mission and
what disincentives are there when
compliance is not present?" he
asked.
Additional hearings in the series
include stops Monday at
Louisville and at UK's
Elizabethtown Community College, July 16 at Eastern Kentucky
and Kentucky State, July 20 at
Kentucky and July 21 at Murray
and Western.

Local Civitans
to attend convention
Three members of the Murray
Civitan Club will be attending the
Civitan International Annual Convention at the Queen Elizabeth
Hotel in Montreal, Canada, July 914.
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Dunn will
be representing the Murray Club.
Wayne Williams will be
representing Kentucky Civitans
as the incoming Governor of Kentucky District of Civitan International as of Oct. 1, 1982.
Williams has most recently
served as District Training Coordinator and Lieutenant Governor
in Kentucky until his present office of Governor Elect.
Dunn will serve as president of
the Murray Civitan Club in the
1982-83 year.
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Officials to coordinate
Congressional probe
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receipts proposal
LeMaster said the LRC wants
the basic study information, plus
comments and analyses by supporters and opponents of the plan.
The LRC also voted to contract
with Don Soule, a University of
Kentucky economics professor,
for a study by October, which one
staff member said is the apparent
target date for a special session on
the business activities tax.

State hoping to save money
with juvenile offender system

University funds...

RECC MEETING!
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he plane to "notify them directly
on the hearings.
The LRC also unanimously approved a motion by House Majority Leader Jim LeMaster, DLexington, to ask Gov. John Y
Brown Jr. to give the General
Assembly 90 days notice if Brown
plans to call a special session on
the proposed gross receipts tax.
Such a tax, planned as a flat
rate on business income, would
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When I was a boy, happiness was
getting to go to St. Louis to see the
Cardinals or the old St. Louis Browns
play baseball in old Sportsman's
Park.
It's still great fun to do that,
although, until recently. I hadn't
made such a trip in more than 45
years. In fact, I hadn't seen a
baseball game in "new" Busch
Stadium since the all-star game of
1966, the year the stadium opened.
It was so hot that day I fled to the
comfort of my air-conditioned office
three blocks away after seeing only
2it innings of the game. They said it
was 120 degrees on the playing field. I
never questioned it.
Until a few weeks ago, though, that
was my last baseball game to watch
in Busch Stadium, but when Popeye
Ross called one evening and invited
me togo with a group in a rented van
to see the then-league-leading Cardinals play the Los Angeles Dodgers,
I jumped at the chance.
In addition to Popeye and me, the
others going were James Swann, Ed
Elkins, Robert Glin Jeffrey, Joe and
Gearl Suitor and Dub Russell. Joe
was the only one along who knew
about the teams and the players. The
rest of us were along for the ride.
•• _
That's the way to go on a fun trip
like that — in a van. We eould have
taken five or six more and would not
have been crowded, and would have,
had we had tickets. That would have
posed no problem, we later learned.
There were plenty of seats available.
Total attendance that day was
something like 32,000, while the
stadium seats something like 45,000.
We left right on schedule at 5:30

Questionable
officiating
by courts

ery
Bait

Happiness is a trip to St. Louis
in a van to see a baseball game

Most foreign governments, including
America's trading partners in the European
Common Market, are inveterate subsidizers of
their national steel industries. This would be
their own affair except that this subsidized steel
is pricing U.S. products out of the American
market.
This is unfair competition, as American steel
companies have been quick to point out, and the
Reagan Administration is correct in heading it
off. The Commerce Department ruled this month
that steelmakers in nine nations face import
duties equal to the subsidies on steel shipped into
this country.
Such an imposition of countervailing duties is
the stiffest action this country can take under international tariff agreements. It will certainly
upset some of America's most important trading
partners, who may retaliate by putting duties on
American goods. This in turn could lead to a fullscale trade war, which would certainly deepen
the world-wide recession.
Nevertheless, the Commerce Department's
action is unavoidable. This government is pledged to protect American industry from foreign
competition made unfair by massive subsidies.
The U.S. steel industry is hard hit by a combination of low-priced foreign imports and economic
recession. American mills are operating at only
42 percent of capacity, and 106,000 steel workers
have been laid off.
Clashes of trading policy are bound to occur as
long as other nations subsidize their export industries as a means of maintaining employment.
But they need not result in outright trade wars.
There is time yet for the foreign steel manufacturers to come to terms by pricing their imports
into the important American market to reflect
the true cost of production.

The California Supreme Court's ruling that the
City of Oakland may use its eminent domain powers
to buy the Raiders football team reminds us of one
of those plays involving questionable officiating
that sportscasters are so fond of saying "change the
entire complexion of the ballgame."
It certainly halts the momentum of Raiders
owner Al Davis to move downstate following a ruling in his favor in Los Angeles federal court. Now
the switch to Los Angeles Coliseum turf could be
delayed for up to two years; the court's ruling will
send the Raiders case back to the lower courts for a
retrial on the question of whether "public purpose"
justifies buying a sports team, and the U.S.
Supreme Court eventually may have to be the
referee.
That's quite a long officials' time out for Mr.
Davis, whose major motivation for moving the
Raiders from Northern California was bigger profits from larger gate and television receipts. In the
meantime, sports and constitutional experts alike
will play Monday morning quarterback over the
precedent set by Chief Justice Rose Bird and her
colleagues.
As would be expected, there already has been a
chorus of boos from the fans. Attorneys expert in
eminent domain, and not necessarily Los Angeles
residents, are legitimately concerned about the
sweeping precedent the court is trying to set. Until
now, sports has always seemed to be in a world of
its own. But if Oakland wins, any business could
face the threat of municipal condemnation for wanting to move. Or "creeping statism," to quote
Justice Bird in a reservation expressed in her concurring majority opinion.
In addition to the question of more government intrusion into property rights, the court case and an
ultimate Oakland victory raise serious questions
concerning municipal finance. Such a clever goalline defense to keep the Raiders is one thing. But
how well can the city or any city operate a team, or
business, once it assumes ownership'
(Reprinted by Permission of The Sacramento
Union)
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a.m. That's one thing about senior
citizens. They are there when the bus
is scheduled to leave.
With Glin driving and Dub
"navigating" from the other front
seat, we had no more than made the
Hardin crossroads before James
started wanting to know when we
were going to stop for breakfast.
Although most folks from here going to St. Louis in the early hours
make it to Marion, Ill., before stopping for breakfast, we didn't get any
further than the Day's Inn Motel
restaurant at the I-24-U.S. 62 interchange at Paducah for ours.
That stop was uneventful until
James discovered after we again
were on the road and some 25 miles
further north that he had left his hat
at the restaurant. "It's the best one
I've got!" he wailed. He got it back,
though, on the return trip. It was
where he had left it.
•••
We were in St. Louis about 11 a.m.
and worked our way through the
maze of bridges, interchanges, lanejumpers and snarling drivers to the
parking area of the Gateway Arch.
Popeye and Dub had never been up
in the Arch. and wanted to go, but you
could not have tied Ed or James, or
paid them enough money, to have
made that trip in one of those little,
swinging cars for the 5-minute trip up
and down.
With the lines to the cable cars long
and time-consuming, Popeye and
Dub decided against going up, fearing we would be late getting to our
seats in the stadium if they did.
Have you ever seen the museum
beneath the Arch? It's fantastic collection of things relating to the open-

'WAVE A CIGAR!'

ing of the West. You can spend hours
in there, reading about the Lewis and
Clark expedition, the early settlers,
cowboys and Indians and looking at
all the memorabilia — including a
furnished Indian teepee — beautifully displayed there.
•••
Once in our seats, I learned that
seeing an afternoon baseball game in
Busch Stadium still is a sweltering
proposition. Also, we were almost
embarrassingly over-dressed.
You Can easily tell the out-oftowners from the natives. The out-oftowners are fully dressed, wear
sunglasses under the bills of brand
new souvenir Cardinal caps and beat
a path to the concession stands for
Cokes, jumbo hot dogs, roasted
peanuts, popcorn and some of those
big, hot,salty pretzels.
The natives, you notice, are dressed in little more than the law allows,
and, glistening with sun tan oil, loll in
their seats, guzzling beer and yelling
at the players, umpires and at times
at each other.
Naturally, the Cardinals lost—by
two runs in the last inning — as they
always seemed to do when I would go
see them when we lived in St. Louis.
What made it so sickening was that it
was to the Dodgers that-they lost.
It took a while for Glin to ease our
van through the traffic snarl, over
the bridges and homeward on I-64
once the game was over, but we
didn't mind.
We were royally entertained most
of the time as the traffic inched along
by a young couple playing out a torrid love scene in a car creeping along
right beside us. They were center
stage, but for all they cared, there

agree or not

wasn't a soul within miles.
•••
On the way home and after giving
up trying simply to stay in sight of
two streaking Calloway County cars
driven by a couple of well-known
local citizens, we left 1-24 at Marion,
for a first hand, frightening look
at the destruction left by the tornado
which swept across part of it
Memorial Day weekend.
The devastation was both shocking
and sobering. The TV films had
shown only a fraction of the damage.
We were amazed that so few people
had been killed.
There was a Ford agency left with
its building a total wreck and windows and windshields in every one of
its cars and trucks on the lot smashed. A branch bank looked as if it had
been blown apart by a terrorist
bomb.
Not far away was a motel, or
rather half of one. It looked as if it
had been chopped in two by a giant
meat cleaver. One half was wiped
out; the other looked as if nothing
had happened.
Wrecked homes, smashed
businesses, shattered and uprooted
trees and debris were everywhere.
Two shopping centers literally had
been reduced to rubble.
It was heart-rendering to drive and
walk among the havoc the fury of
nature had created in that nice little
city so close to us, and it made for a
rather quiet trip home for all of us —
except for James continually reminding Glin to stop at the Paducah
restaurant so he could pick up his
favorite hat.
It was truly a fun trip. We'll have to
do it again sometime.

—
by s.c. von curoa
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looking back
Ten years ago
Thieves netted an estimated $600 to
$700 in cash in a break-in last night at
Carroll Volkswagen.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ruby
S. Cope, 76, Mrs. Katye Barrow
Outland, 71, and Lee Roy McClain,
76.
IA. Commander and Mrs. Gerald
Parker and children, Tom and
Sherry, of Guantanamo Bay, Cuba,
are the guests of their mothers. Mrs.
Anna Parker Thomas and Mrs. Earl
Copus.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond F. Dixon
were honored June 25 with a.surprise
open house in celebration of their
42nd anniversary at their home at
Panorama Shores.
Twenty years ago
The Murray City Council accepted
the low bid of M & H Construction Co
for paving to be done on streets in the
city of Murray.
Halford Boyd, commissaryman
first class. son of Mrs. Nettie Boyd, is
serving oti attack transport, USS

Monrovia, with Seventh Fleet out of
Norfolk, Va.
Buel Stalls was honored with a
"This Is Your Life" program at
Friendship Night of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern
Star. Stalls is worthy patron of the
chapter and serves as deputy grand
patron of District 22. Mrs. Maggie
Woods is worthy matron.
Thirty years ago
James L. Johnson, tax commissioner of Calloway Count t said Tax
Commissioners from Fii st and Second Congressional Districts will
have an area convention July 16 and
17 in Fine Arts Building, Murray
State College.
Deaths reported include Martin I.
Grugett, 57
Suzanne Miller and Milton E.
Ecker were married July 6 at First
Baptist Church.
The Rev. H.P. Blankenship is
evangelist at revival at Kirksey
Methodist Church, according to an
announcement by the, pastor, the
Rev. Orville Easley.

FRANKFORT — Whatever else
may be said about the administration
of Gov. John Young Brown Jr.,
Transportation Secretary Frank
Metts has established a record that
no future man in his position is likely
to want to challenge.
Last week he was in the middle of a
suit in Federal District Court in
which two dismissed highway
engineers are asking $4.7 million
damages against Metts for violation
of their civil rights.
Brighton Engineering Co. of
Frankfort has a suit in court against
Metts for $10-plus million for damaging the reputation of the firm as an
outgrowth of the cancellation of a
consulting engineering contract on
state roads.
No other head of the highway
department has been sued for such
an amount, and it is a record that is
likely to stand for some time.
There are several suits in Franklin
circuit court against the Department
of Transportation, some of them involving laid off or fired employees
and several cases on appeal before
the state Personnel Board.
If Gov. Brown has appointed a person to a responsible position in state
government whom the governor
wanted to carry out his idea of "running government like a business",
then Metts is the candidate for the
No. 1 prize.
He has reorganized much of the
Department of Transportation, particularly in the highway division, and
instituted new policies and procedures against the advice of
engineers with many years of experience there.
As one part of his moves for
economy and efficiency in the
Highway Department, Metts abolished the department of photogrammetry laerial photography and mapping that had achieved a nationwide
reputation for excellence in its more
than 25-year existence.
,

thoughts
in season
By Ken Wolf
These words constitute a reflection
upon one aspect of modern civilization. They come from the
autobiography of a Hopi Indian, Sun
Chief, born in 1890.
I had learned many English
words and could recite part of
the Ten Commandments. I
knew how to sleep on a bed,
pray to Jesus, comb my hair,
eat with a knife and fork, and
use a toilet...1 had also learned
that a person thinks with his
head instead of his heart.

In addition to serving the highway
department, its services were contracted for by the Department of
Natural Resources and other departments of government as well as some
private enterprise concerns.
All of the equipment was sold and
about 30 employes transferred or laid
off. Department engineers say
photograrnmetry operated at a profit.
The work now is contracted out to
private enterprise.
Metts also removed state
engineers as heads of most of the
state's 12 highway districts and
replaced them with men with no
engineering experience or qualifications. The title has been changed to
district manager.
No reasonable observer argues
that there wasn't a need for some
moves and changes for economy in
state government, in the highway as
well as other departments. The complaints are registered against the
methods Metts has used as well as
not seeking advice from experienced
people in government.
There is always a gamble in
radical changes in the reorganization
of government, and that is why in the
past much time has been devoted to
such moves before they are made.
Public advice and the experience of
career employees have been sought.
The big loser always stands to be
the state and the taxpayers. When
Metts' term expires in about 18 months, he can go home and not worry
about the results. He becomes only a
taxpayer then, and not legally
responsible.
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Couple to observe 60th anniversary Alderdice-Wilson wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Hopkins of Rt. 1, Almo.
will observe their 60th
wedding anniversary on
Friday. July 9. No special
celebration is planned.
The couple was married in 1922 at Murray.
Mrs. Hopkins, the former
Myrtle Hopkins, is the
daughter of the late Levi
and Laura Hopkins. Mr.
Hopkins is the son of the
late Bun and Emma
Hopkins.
Their children are Mrs.
Roland 10eda Schirmar,
St. Louis, Mo., Mrs. Edward Dorothy I McClure,
Benton, Mrs. W.T. Mae
Dell! Bucy, Buchanan,
Tenn., Mrs. Mildred
Dodd, Almo, Mrs.
Garland
Geraldine)
Davis, Lance, Mich..
Mrs. Tom Laura ) McClure, Fultondale, Ala.,

liERREINE

Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Alderdice of Rt. 1,
Sedalia, announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Velvet
Jean, to Charles Richard
Wilson, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Jack Wilson of Murray.
Miss Alderdice is a 1979
graduate of Sedalia High
School and presently is
attending Murray State
University.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Alderdice of
Sedalia.
Mr. Wilson, a 1979
graduate of Murray High
School, presently is attending Murray State
University.
His grandparents are
Mrs. Myrtle Wilson of
Saint Clair Shores, Mich.,
and Mrs. Lucille Binkley
of Piggott, Ark.
The double ring
ceremony will take place
on Saturday, July 24, at 10
a.m. at Lebanon Church
of Christ near Sedalia.
Gerald Baker will officiate.
A reception will follow
at the church.
Only special invitations
are being sent. All friends
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Hopkins
and relatives are invited
Lan-)Hopkins, Mayfield,
They have 26 grand- children, Cecil Buel to attend the ceremony
and Mrs. Wendell 1Janie children and 23 great- Hopkins, Jr., and Annette and the reception.
grandchildren. Two Hopkins,are deceased.
Yearry, Alino.

Political appeals cause strife

Meat & Vegetables The Way You Like
centre( center 753.3314

Quarter Lb. Pure Ground

Beef Patties

14 Lb. Box $2
086

Frosty Acres
759

Baby Limas

20k.$ 1

Frosty Acres Purple Hulled
no Genie- Oran,

ROCKY
1II asa

-

- NO PASSES The Movie of
'Tomorrow'

firlt

533

Peas

201k.$ 1

Frosty Acres

Crowder Peas
Butter Peas

1 368

$

1 533

20 lb.

Frosty Acres Speckled

Butter Beans
Ends Tonite•Cheri
THE THING (R)7 1 a •

,,,, .,. $2299

Frosty Acres Breaded

DON7 YOU WISH
YOU WERE ARTHUR,
Dudley Moore Loza Monnelb

0

Okra
Potatoes

20 lb. $ 1 61 ° I
I

Frosty Acres White

chestnut mt. 753-3314

229
.
Choice Sides OfBea
,$ 1 42
225 To 300 Lbs.
20 lb. $

Cut d

MURRAY
DRIVE-IN
Open s Is•Start s
Ends Tonite

lob.$

Frosty Acres

as -

"BLADE RUNNER"(R
A STRANGER
IS WATCHING (R)

Wrapped Free

lb.

a

Phone Your Orders In

Wholesale & Retail Meat

GIBSON HAM CO.
Pbee• 751 1601
'07 N .1n1S1

stouts,/ '0 SO,awe Fit

We Actost Food
STml•PF

10 SO ONLY

Only Federal Inspected Meot Market In Murray
HIGHWAY 121 SOUTH

Velvet _lean Alderdice
to marry Charles Richard Wilson

WE WILL BE
CLOSED
MONDAY
5TH JULY

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I are in our 70s,
on a retirement income
and with a few health problems. My husband made
a contribution to the
political party of his
choice during the
election-year campaign,
and now he is being
solicited by every
political cause, as well as
every candidate running
for Congress and even
minor offices. We get letters by the boxful requesting contributions for
any number of political
causes — all marked
"Urgent."
When our CPA made
our tax returns in April,
my husband had contributed over $500
( without my knowledge
Bel Air
Center •

of which only $200 was
deductible. This made me
furious because we cannot afford it.
I tried to talk to him
about this, but it did no
good. I even tried to keep
some of that mail from
him, but now he goes to
the post office and picks it
up there.
We even get longdistance telephone calls
soliciting money for
political causes and candidates. I am worried
sick becuse at this rate
my husband will have
spent all our savings;
then what will happen to
GOING BROKE
DEAR GOING: Tell
your accountant that
your husband tunes you

I inn 1
III
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Our Wicker Sale
Is Still
In Progress!

1890's
Ice Cream Parlor
32 Flavors Hand Dipped

Mon.& Tues. $1"
Liver Boxes
Fresh Fried Mushrooms . Wed.
25
Polish Sausage
Thursday Corndog Special

We're Still Hanging It UP For Summer...

12
70`
:1 /
50C

Delicious Fried Chicken Everyday
s 1 59
2 pc. Dlnner Box
Wu honor our competitors coupons

Dixieland Center
On Chestnut
753-3604

10-10 Mon.-Thur.
10-11 Fri. &Sat.
11:30-9 Sun.
7
(1 111N5/URRAY

Fri. thru Thurs.
Open 8:00•Start 8:30
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out when you tell him he's
spending too much on
political causes, so he
(the accountant) should
get that message to him.
(P.S. I hope you're both
supporting the party that
best takes care of its poor
and elderly, because they
could be you.)
•
•
Abigoil Von Buren
•B
DEAR ABBY: Concerning the woman who was that began on Mother's
invited to a bridal shower Day. Perhaps you can
help us settle it.
to be held in a church
On Mother's Day I
hall: The invitation read, received
flowers with a
"Dresses only, please." card that read, "To
Her problem — she didn't Mother on her special
even own a Skirt or a day." It was signed by
dress, but she had a both my son and his wife,
"presentable" pantsuit.
whose mother is still livI think it's absolutely ing. I later learned that
gross that a woman my daughter-in-law's
would brag that she mother also received
didn't even own a skirt or flowers with a card signdress. She should simply ed by both my son and his
decline the shower invita- wife.
tion and stay home. An
I say that the card that
"R.S.V.P."
. invitation came with my flowers
does not obligate one to should have been signed
explain the reason for by my sononly. After all,
declining. Besides, her I carried him under my
explanation would serve heart for nine months,
only to indicate that she is gave him life and raised
an ill-mannered clod to him to manhood. I am his
even consider coming to a mother — and not the
mother of the stranger he
church wearing pants.
APPALLED married.
My son's wife has her
DEAR APPALLED:
Before condemning all own mother, but she is
women who opt for pants lot the mother of my son!
I know if you print this,
instead of skirts, consider
this: There are women you will receive many letwho suffer from psoriasis ters from mothers say-,
"As long as I ami
— a chronic skin condi- ing,
remembered on Mother'si
tion causing unsightly red Day,
I don't care whol
patches on the legs. Then signs the card.'"
there are women who However, that is not the,
wear leg braces. In such point. The point is that be-.
cases, long skirts, pants ing called "Mother" is a
or pajama outfits are a sacred privilege thati
blessing.
belongs only to the
•••
woman who has earned
DEAR ABBY: I have a it. A person can have
very difficult decision to many wives — or
make concerning my dog, husbands — during a
Sheba, a 7-year-old Great lifetime, but only one
Dane who has been with mother. What do you
me since her birth. She is say?
getting old and set in her
MOTHER OF ONE
ways and she has bad
DEAR MOTHER: Obhips.
viously, a person can
I feel I would be betray- have only one mother, but
ing her if I sent her to when people marry, they
"the great hound. heaven create a new "family,"
in the sky," but I don't and their spouse's
want to wake up some relatives become their'
morning and find a 165- relatives, traditionally as
pound dead animal in my well as by law Don't split
house. If I give her away, hairs, Mother, lest you
I know she will die of a split families.
broken heart. She's like a
member of the family,
but something has to be
"The Best of Dear Abi
done. Should I have her by," featuring Abby's,
put to sleep?
best answers and favorite'
ANIMAL LOVER responses during the past
DEAR ANIMAL 25 years, is now
LOVER: A 'veterinarian available. You can obtain
can tell you if Sheba's a copy of this new
beat"bad hips" are giving her selling book by sending
pain, and If they can be $9.95 plus $1 for postage
surgically repaired.
and handling to "The
If Sheba can be kept Best of Dear Abby," In
alive without discomfort, Care of this newspaper,
keep her and love her — 4400 Johnson Dr., Fairas she does you.
way, Kan. 88205. Make
•••
checks payable to
DEAR ABBY. We are Universal Press Synstill having an argument dicate.
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Miss Lawana Kay Duncan became the bride of
Bernard Baldwin ! Berruv Sleadd in a garden
wedding
The double -ring
ceremony at the home of
Dr. and Mrs. John T
VanDyck, III, 909 Dunlap
St., Paris, Tenn., was
performed by the Rev.
Harry E. Flowers, pastor
of First Presbyterian
Church,Paris.
Parents of the couple
are Mr. and Mrs. Max
Duncan of Rt. 2, Puryear,
Term., Mrs. Betty Sleadd
of Ponte Vedra Beach,
Fla., and Dr. Franklin
Sleadd of 711 Dunlap St.,
Paris.
Preceding the
ceremony a string quintet
composed of Joe Routon,
Monnie VanDyck, Tom
Lonardo, all of Paris,
Mary Curtis Taylor, of
Murray, and Mary Beth
Bennett of Jackson,
Tenn., played selections
from "The Sound of
Music" and Haydn's
"Serenade."
The guests entering the
garden registered at a
table attended by Miss
Tosha Duncan of Pulaski,
Tenn., niece of the bride.
The bride was escorted
by her father down an aisle flanked by potted
caladiums to an altar
marked by palms,
schaefferias, and
Mrs. Bernard Baldwin Sleadd
caladiums. She was given
in marriage by both
parents.
ringbearers were Cody home at 1508 Oxford Bryant of Little Rock,
The bride wore a for- and Brett Duncan of Drive, Murray. The bride
Ark.; Mr. and Mrs. Todd
mal gown with victorian Memphis, nephews of the will be a graduate student Shupe
of Erlanger; Miss
neckline and full bride.
majoring in education at Kathy Norton and Joe
gathered skirt. The gown,
The best man and the Murray State this fall. Stewardson of Knoxville;
designed with a fitted attendants wore silver The groom is employed Kim
Carson Phillips of
bodice and sleeves, was Claridge tuxedos with as a buyer with Plumley Pearl
City, Hawaii; Mrs.
made of tiered lace on satin ascots_
— Rubber Company. Tommy Mackey of
English embroidered
The bride's mother,
Guthrie; Tony Foster of
lace. Her two-tiered veil escorted by her son Larry
Out of town guests in- California; and Mr. and
of imported illusion was Duncan of Memphis, cluded
Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Gary Brockway,
attached to a Juliet head- wore a floor length dress Walter Paschall and Mr.
and Mrs. Don
piece covered with em- of ivory Quiana knit. She Cheryl Kaye, Mrs. Butch Guthrie,
and Mr. and
broidered lace.
wore a cymbidium orchid Brown and Molly, Mr. Mrs. Mike Chandler, all
The bride's bouquet corsage.
and Mrs. Luther of Murray.
was a nosegay of white
The bride's grand- Underhill, Tommy
Rehearsal Dinner
carnations and baby's mother, Mrs. E. D. Dun- Underhill, and Sherry
On the eve of the wedbreath trimmed with a can of Puryear, was Duncan, all of Memphis; ding,
the groom's father
violet ribbon.
escorted by Edward Dun- Mr. and Mrs. Robert hosted the rehearsal dinHer jewelry included can Underhill of Mem- Roos and Jennifer and ner.
The barbecue supper
an antique wedding band phis, nephew of the bride. Mr. and Mrs. Allen was
at the home of Mr.
belonging Lo her mother
Sleadd of Louisville; Mr. and
Reception
Mrs. Julian P.
and pearl earrings borImmediately following and Mrs. Billy Clark of Guinn, 1095 Lone Oak
rowed from the bride's the ceremony, the Dun- Benton; Mr. and Mrs. Road.
Approximately 40
maid of honor.
cans hosted a reception Gary Blackwood of guests were served on the
Miss Dawn Mackey of on the back patio of the Alamo, Tenn., Mrs. Kelly
back lawn.
Guthrie was the bride's Van-Dyck home. Approxmaid of honor and only imately 160 guests were
attendant. She wore a entertained by musical
ELVIS PRESLEY
floor-length violet dress selections played by the
In 1954, Elvis Presley made his first and only
styled with a fitted em- string quintet.
television commercial — for Southern Made
pire bodice and flared
A solid white four- Doughnuts.
skirt, and featured a teired wedding cake was
detachable cape of sheer decorated with bells and
chiffon with a flower cherubs. Punch, nuts,
trim. She carried a long and handmade mints
stem violet carnation sur- were served with cake by
rounded by baby's Stella Underhill of Membreath.
phis and Marsha Routon,
The flower girl, Miss sisters of the bride, and
Beth Brockway of Mur- Kathleen and Wendy
ray, was dressed iden- Sleadd, sisters of the
tical to the maid of honor. groom.
They each wore silver
The wedding and recepfloating heart necklaces, tion were directed by
gifts from the bride.
Cynthia Guinn.
The groom wore a longThe bride changed to
tailed Dorchester full an ivory linen skirt and
dress silver tuxedo with a jacket with a violet silk
wing-collar shirt and blouse for their wedding
matching satin ascot.
trip to Pensacola Beach,
Thomas M. Minor, Jr., Fla.
Olympic Plaza Murray
served the groom as
Later this summer, the
753-688/
best man. The couple will make their

1/2
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Calloway County Chapter of Full Gospel
Business
Men's Fellowship International will have a
dinner
meeting Saturday, July 10, at Triangle Inn.
A buffet
dinner will be served to all men and their
families
at 6:30 p.m. Reservations are not needed, according
to Tim Scruggs, chapter president.
Charles Baker, a Paducah businessman,
will be
the speaker He has been employed by Union Carbide for 30 years but now his primary business
is
serving as a life insurance consultant for Kings
Insurance Co. He served in the Marine Corps and
attended Paducah Junior College.

PWP will have supper
Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will have an Italian potluck supper on Friday, July 9, at 7 p.m. at American
Legion
Hall, Paducah.
All single parents are invited. Any parent is
eligible for membership if you are a single parent
by
reason of death, divorce, legally separated or never
married. For more information call 1-444-6251 or 1224-2674.

Lodge plans family picnic
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons
will have a family picnic Saturday, July 10, starting
at 2 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Park. The
swimming pool will be open for the group at 8 p.m.
A basket supper will be served for all Masons and
their families. For information call Roy Harmon,
master of the lodge.

Band program Monday
Summer band program for Murray Middle School
will be from 8:30 a.m. to noon starting Monday, July 12, and continuing through Friday, July 16, in the
band room at the Middle School.
_
Paul Blackburn, band director, asks all band
members to note the dates and the time for the program.

Graham dismissed
Rebecca Graham of Murray recently has been
dismissed from Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.

— Videocassette Rentals —
324-C Tyson Ave., Paris, TN

901-644-1003
Pnitt(PPIP.IPPOINIIP4

LOSE
17 TO 25
POUNDS
NOW OVER 1.500 LOCATIONS

• P12
OtteEntnt•t tn

LOSE WEIGHT
AND LEARN HOW
TO KEEP IT OFF!

•

I
I.
NTER,

IF YOU COULD
LOSE WEIGHT
BY YOURSELF Mon.-Fri. 8-5:30
Sat. 10-2
YOU
WOULD HAVE
BY NOW.

The Village
641 N. Murray, Ky.
753-0020-
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"Religion of West
Africa" was the theme of
the program presented at
meeting on June 8 of Elm
Grove Baptist Church
Women at the church.
This was an all day
meeting. The group made
325 tray favors for
hospital patients.
The women voted to
give $15 to the MurrayCalloway County Mental

Health and Mental Retardation Center.
Present were Mable
Blalock, Robbie Burkeen, Jimmie Lee Carmichael,
Lavine Carter, Mildred
Cook, Letha Cossey, June
Crider, Electa Fulkerson,
Opal Hale, Juanita Lee
and Tennessee Outland.
The next meeting wit be
Tuesday. July 13, at 1:30
p.m. at the church.

Regular 50.00 to 90.00 Values

29
"
TO 59
"
CHECK THESE SUPER SAVINGS
SUMMER

SUMMER

SHOES

HANDBAGS
Regutor 9 OC

30 00 Veigtes
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ALL SUMMER

SUMMER

SKIRTS

JEWELRY
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Rewlor 3 70','0 DC Va.%
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NOW

A. Luncheon Sirloin Steak, Baked
Potato or French Fries, Texas'Toast

5299

OFF

NOW

1 /2

OFF

ALL SUMMER

FAMOUS NAME

PANTS

LINGERIE
Ileepaer 2 75 to 50 00-005vot

B. Chopped Steak, Baked Potato or
French Fries, Texas Toast

NOW

5229
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Elm Grove Church Women
hear program about Africa

JUNIORS * MISSYS * HALF SIZES

GOLDEN CORRAL OF
MURRAY
DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS

S229
2. No. 12 Chopped Steak, Mushroom Gravy
or Onion Pepper, Baked Potato or French
Fries, Texas Toast

made by Miss Mackey.
Refreshments were
served. Special guests
were the honoree's
mother, Mrs. Max Duncan, and grandmother,
Mrs. E.D. Duncan,
Puryear.
Another event was the
coffee given by Cynthia
Guinn, Carolyn Griffey,
Marilyn Laird and Sandra Silvey at the Silvey's
home, 207 India Road,
Paris.
The honoree wore a
dress of white linen with
violet flowers and trim.
Her corsage was of violet
daisies. The hostesses
presented her with a
silver cake slicer.
Approximately 25
guests called.

DRESSES

FROM $ 1 99

1. 35 Item all you can eat Salad Bar (no
duplicate, all diff.)

Mrs. Bernard Baldwin
Sleadd, the former
Lawana Kay Duncan,
was honored with two
bridal events. Parents of
the couple are Dr.
Franklin Sleadd of Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Betty Sledd
of Ponte Vedra Beach,
Fla., and Mr. and Mrs.
Max Duncan, Rt. 2,
Puryear,Tenn.
A miscellaneous
household shower was
given by Mrs. Gary
Brockway and Miss
Dawn Mackey, at the
Brockway home, 1508 Oxford Dr., Murray.
For the event the
honoree wore a violet
street-length dress of silk
and was presented a corsage of silk pink roses

F UIPAMER FASHIONS

LUNCH SPECIALS

51 99
JULY ADDED LUNCH SPECIAL

Recent bride honored
at prenuptial events

SAMTITS
JULY SALE

Price

C. Sirlion Tips served over Rice and
Gravy, Toast
$259
D. I /4 lb. Hefty Hamburger, Fries and
Drink

Rebecca Ann Swift born
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Swift, Rt. 8, are the parents of
a daughter. Rebecca Ann, weighing seven pounds
eight ounces, born Sunday, June 27, at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Jean Dallas and T.H. Dallas of
Fulton and Mrs Annette Hargis of Walled Lake,
Mich.

FRIDAYS
UNTIL
8:30 P.M.

Monday thru Saturday 11 -4

cl•

NO
SNOTS

6

JeciLson Purchase Audubon Society will meet
Monday, July 12, at 7 p.m at Broadway United
Methodist Church. Paducah The program will
feature a slide preseqtation on Greece by Mrs. Dotty Toy Visitors are welcome, a spokesman said

FRIDAYS
UNTIL
8:30 P.M.

PnIMIP4

THE MOVIE STORE

Audubon sociey to meet

Fellowship chapter to meet

That's It

NO
DRUGS

4 Dear Ab-i
rig Abby's
ind favorite
Mg the past
II now
can obtain
new bestby sending
For postage
; to "The
Abby," In
newspaper,
Dr., !Peri:105. Make
yable to
'real Syn.

Story to go to Turkey
Airman First Class Enc S Story, son
of Mr and
Mrs Donald L Story, 504 Olive
St., Murray, has
graduated from United States Air Force
Aircraft
Maintenance Training Course at
Sheppard Air
Force Base, Texas
Graduates of the course were trained
in aircraft
maintenance, repair and service and
earned credits
toward an associate degree in applied
science
through the Community College of the Air
Force.
Story, a 1979 graduate of Murray High
School, now
will serve at Incirlik Air Base, Turkey.

SUMMER
CLEARANCE
AU Summer
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IN JUST 6 WEEKS
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Mullen-Gingles wedding planned
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Larry Allen of the Department
of Libraries in Frankfort conducted an interesting seminar on
Public Relations recently at the
Holiday Inn, Mayfield, for all
Librarians from West Kentucky
One of the things he touched on
was how to be a good listener
which is almost a lost art.
Here is a list of his pointers'

Don't doodle, tap or shuffle
papers. Will it be quieter if you
shut the door?
5. EMPATHIZE WITH HIM.
Try to put yourself in his place so
that you can see his point of view.

TEN COMMANDMENTS
FOR GOOD LISTENING
1. STOP TALKING. You cannot
listen if you are talking. Polomus
(Hamlet): -Give every man thine
ear, but few thy voice."
2. PUT THE TALKER AT
EASE. Help him feel that he is
free to talk. This is often called a
"permissive environment."
3. SHOW HIM THAT YOU
WANT TO LISTEN. Look and act
interested. Do not read your mail
while he talks. Listen to understand rather than reply.
4. REMOVE DISTRACTIONS.

6. BE PATIENT. Allow plenty of
time. Do not interrupt him. Don't
start for the door or walk away.
7. HOLD YOUR TEMPER. An
angry man gets the wrong meaning from words.
8. GO EASY ON ARGUMENT
AND CRITICISM. This puts him
on the defensive. He may "clam
up" or get angry. Do not argue:
even if you win, you lose.
9. ASK QUESTIONS. This encourages him and shows you are
listening. It helps to develop
points further.
10. STOP TALKING. This is
first and last, because all other
commandments depend on it. You
just can't do a good listening job
while you are talking.

Nature gave man two ears but
only one tongue, which is a gentle
hint that he should listen more
than he talks
Kyle Ashley Warren is really going to fuss at his mother and daddy when he is about 16 years of
age, but right now the entire family is pleased as punch. Kyle, 9month-old son of Beverly and
Charlie Warren, won the "Most
Beautiful Baby Boy" award at the
Marshall County Summer
Festival in Benton recently. Those
dimples and all of that brown hair
won the judges' hearts.
Marjorie and Bill Major are
having a marvelous visit to China
and they say it is a mind boggling
experience — so 'many people.
Families in China are now
rewarded for having only one
child, and large billboard signs
urge one child only, Can you imagine???

seikir Leese

It's Too
HOT
to Cook
Let

We are pleased
to announce that
Tammy Mullen,
bride-elect of
Ralph Gingles, has
selected her pottery from our complete bridal
registry. Tammy
and Ralph will be
married July 23.

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q
Cook for You

The Showcase

tit

7534641

Phone ahead for carry out
convenient Drive through Window

121 By•Ploi

753-0045

Chestnut, Murray

44t;i4'LIR-A4
I.

P.N. Hirsch Co.
FLORAL PRINT SHEET SETS

Plaza

Olympic

The engagement and
forthcoming marriage of
Miss Tamara Ann Mullen
to Ralph P. Gingles, son
of Mrs. Virginia June
Gingles of Nashville,
Tenn., and the late Ralph
Gingles, has been announced by her parents,
Mr and Mrs. Daniel
Kayo) Mullen of
Paducah.
Miss Mullen is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Miami Mullen, Eddie
Mullen, Mrs. Mary
Denison and the late Bert
Richards.
She is a 1978 graduate
of Lone Oak High School.
She received a bachelor
of science degree in
chemistry in 1982 from
Murray State University.
Mr. Gingles is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Gingles and the late
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Salter, all of Murray.
The groom-elect, a
graduate of Hillsborough
High School, Nashville,
attended David Lipscomb
College and Abilene
Christian College. He is a
farmer in Calloway County.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Friday,
July 23, at 8 p.m. at Lone
@ilk United Methodist
Church. A reception will

Thursday,July 8
Welcome Wagon Club
will have a family picnic
at 6 p.m. at pavilion of
Murray-Calloway County
Park. For information
call 759-4703.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.

1,14,

THICK THIRSTY BATH TOWELS

753-4641

799

*4g•-•

Friday, July 9
Twilight golf with Mr.
and Mrs. Ftaz Villanova
as chairmen will start at
Friday, July 9
Hazel Lodge No. 831 5:30 p.m. at Murray
Free and Accepted Country Club.
Masons will meet at 7:30
Oaks Country Club has
p.m. in the,lodge hall.
twilight golf scheduled at
Hazel and Douglas 5:30 p.m.
Centers will be open from
Murr arr
y7Tallow ay
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for'irctiyities by the Senior County Jaycee Fair
Queen Contest, sponsored
Citizens.
Night Visual will start by Murray Woman's Club
8:30 p.m. at Woodlands in cooperation with
Nature Center, Land Bet- Jaycees, will be at 7:30
ween the Lakes. For p.m. in Lovett
reservations call 1-924- Auditorium, Murray
5602, extension 238 for State University.

The Showcase

4 Pc. Set
Sheen Size
.

Thursday, July 8
Work day will be at
Westside Baptist Church.

We are, pleased
to announce that
Teresa Bridges,
bride-elect of
Keith Wicker, has
selected her china,
flatware and
crystal from our
complete bridal
registry.
Teresa and
Keith will be married August 14.

4 Pc. Set
Fell Size

"A

follow in the fellowship
All friends and tend the wedding and the
hall of the church.
relatives are invited to at- reception.

Junior golf will be at 9
a.m. and Couples Tennis
at 6 p.m. at Murray Country Club.
Choir, Bells and Puppets of Memorial Baptist
Church will leave at 3:30
p.m. to go to Dawson Springs.
reservations.

799

•

Tamara Ann Mullen
to marry Ralph P. Gingles

Comming community events listed

Twin Size
3 Pc.

4t-- 12"
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CORONET DELTA®
PAPER TOWELS

47

125 one-ply towels, 11 x9
size, to each roll. Save'

Factory iscOunt
Shoes
We are Open
Sunday 1-6
for your shopping
convenience.

LIMIT 4
WHILE
QUANTITY
LASTS

Famolare
Rubber Back

New Shipment
name brand Ladies

Sandals
WINTUK® YARN
skeins of DuPont Or.
lon e knitting yarn. A variety of solids and ombres.

87'

31/2-02.
SKEIN
REG. 1.19

SAVE ON QUILTED
PLACE MATS

STAMPED
PILLOW CASES

Reversible patterns in permanent press fabrics. Ruffled edges Machine wash.

Different patterns on noiron fabric with scolloped
edges or hemstitched ends

166

REG. 2.19
'99 OUR REG.
COLORFUL
3.99 PAIR
SOLIDS, PRINTS
PAIR

SUPER SAVINGS ON SHOWER CURTAIN SET
WITH ACCESSORIES INCLUDED

MONK

Set includes 12 curtain hooks,
tissue box, soap dish and
sponge. Ass't patterns, colors.

ASS'T. PRINTS, SOLIDS

"Great for Beach
or Swimming Pool

Shoes
$895

$595

New Shipment
Ladies Leather

Men's Boots

PreeKeds

Acme Dingo Levi,
Texas, Durango
Sizes 6½ - 13

$24
Work Boots
$33
Men's Lace Up 8"

Men's Dress &
Casual Shoes
$

Work Boots

14-96-$18

MACHINE WASHABLE
5-PIECE CURTAIN SET
Lace fabric curtain set in
cludes 2-40-x81- panels, 2
tie backs and 1 valance

TREMENDOUS SAVINGS!

9!!18

SUMMER CLEARANCE 20% TO SO% OFF REG. PRICE

Men's Tennis Shoes
Jordache, Bate Leather
Kangaroo Leather & Pony Leather
16th & Main

7519419

YOGI

Merr's Tennis wll be
from 9 a.m. to noon at
Murray Country Club.

SA
BU

Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Stream Stroll from
I to 3 p.m. and Snake
Tales and the Truth
About Snakes at 2 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; and Butter Churning at 2 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850.

VI NI

Break

Blf
BU

Saturday,July 10
Sunday,July 11
Murray Squar-N-aders
Calloway County..
Club will dance at 8 p.m. Athletic Boosters will.at Woodmen of the World meet at 3:30 p.m. in
Hall.
library of Calloway County High School.
Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon are scheduled
Jeffrey Cemetery
to meet at 8 p.m. at homecoming will start at
western portion of 11:30 a.m.
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will inCalloway County clude The Owl and the
Chapter of Full Gospel Field at 2 p.m. at
Business Men's Woodlands Nature
Fellowship will meet at Center.
6:30 p.m. at Triangle Inn.

121 Elv•Psos

tc''5
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Saturday, July 10
Masons will have a family picnic started at 2 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway
County Park.

Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Sun. 1-6

Contestants
plan recipes
for cookoff

The 51 state finalists
selected to take part in
the 1982 National Chicken
Cooking Contest are busy
perfecting their recipes
for the 34th annual CookOff to be Aug. 17-19 in
Dallas, Texas.
One contestant from
each state and the
District of Columbia will
compete for the first
prize of $10,000 awarded
for the year's best
chicken recipe with
another $10,000 divided
among four runners-up.
The contest will take
place at Loews Anatole s
Dallas Hotel, head-,
quarters for the event.
Barbara Gibbons,
author of the widelysyndicated newspaper
column, -The Slimt
Gourmet," will be chairman of a panel of national
food experts who will
serve as judges. Assistant Secretary of
Agriculture for Food and
Consumer Services,
Mary Jarratt, will speak
to editors covering the
contest.
Winners will be announced at an Awards
Reception at the Anatole.
Following the Cook-Off,
contestants will attend a
Taste of Texas luncheon
featuring foods of the host
state at State Fair Park.
Also planned is a dinner
at the lively western
restaurant, Trail Dust,
with live country music
and favorites from the
50's.
OXFORD
In 1920, Oxford University passed a statute admitting women to degreegranting studies....
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Inmate to serve second term
EDDYVILLE, Ky.
AP — A Kentucky State
Penitentiary inmate has
been ordered to serve a
second life term after beLawrence E. Lemb,M.D.
ing found guilty of
tially that is about as much murdering a fellow inthem
good as you can hope for 1 would
Swimming
is
last Sept.&
exercise Cold makes asth- have preferred that you mate
William Woolem, 25, of
ma worse so SWU71 in water apply ice to the area interthat is at least 85 F Swim a mittently for the next two Fayette County, was
few minutes aid rest. then boars
sentenced Wednesday by
swim again Short periods Cl
Bee and wasp stinp can a Lyon Circuit Court jury
exertion work best for the be quite serious. particularly
in the stabbing death of
asthmatic
in people who are sensitive Lester Rhodes. 31 AcExercise in asthmatics is to stings In those instances
cording to testimony
discussed in more detail in a sting can be fatal To preThe Health Letter number 8- vent generalized serious presented at the two-day
8. Asthma, which I am send- reactions both adrenaline trial. Rhodes was stabbed
ing you Others who want and antihistamines are used. 52 times.
this issue can send 75 cents Of course, in these sensitive
Woolem pleaded selfwith a long, stamped, self- cases it is important to see a defense, but Co rn-

monwealth's Attorney
Bill Cunningham said
that the number of stab
wounds was not consistent with such a plea.
Woolem was also
sentenced to five years
for possession of contraband, in this case the
knife used in the killing.
Woolem was serving a
life term after being convicted on two charges of
armed robbery and other
crimes in Fayette County.
At the time of his death,
Rhodes was serving a life
sentence for murder from
Bell County.

Managing allergic asthma
DEAR OR LAMB -- I am
t. years old with allergic
aithma A year ago my doctor advised me to quit amokisg so I did Everything went
tme until I had my baby
Since then I've had nothing
tut problems I get allergy
snots once a week but they
don't seem to help I have a
Pulmo-Aide machine that I
use with Alupent That helps
me for a while. But when I
start cleaning or exercise I
rim completely out of breath
and have to use my inhaler I
even had to go to the hospital and was treated with
I V.s for four days
I keep having to go on
tapering doses of Prednisone Nothing is helping I
couldn't even play ball this
year because I would run out
of breath. I hear that swimming is good for asthmatics
this true? I'm 20 pounds
overweight and it is hard to
lose weight if you can't
exercise. Do you have any
suggestions' I am getting
desperate
DEAR READER - You
have a chronic disease and

you will have to learn to
adjust your life to it. Sometimes a trial-aad-error

approach is necesaary to
find Use best management
for people with allergic
asthma

I would suuest a complete allergy wort up That
includes being sure you don't
have a food allergy The
allergen that causes the
asthma or other allergic
conditions does not have to
be inhaled It can be ingested. Some asthmatics can't
tolerate aspirin because it
causes attacks Benzoic acid
derivatives, including tartrazine often used in food
coloring, affects some If
you can identify all the
things that you are allergic
to and avoid exposure to
them in your food or through
contact or inhalation your
asthma may be much easier
to manage
And before you do any
exertion you mien benefit
from a preventive medicine,
('romolyn sodium antal). It
will not relieve acute
attacks but may prevent

addressed envelope for it to
me. in care of this newspaper. P0 Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019
DEAR DR LAMB - A
month ago I was stung on
the palm of my hand by a
bee I put Campho-phetuque
on it but it hurt for about six
hours A week later the area
started to itch badly with a
bit of inflammation around
the sting I wonder if I did
the right thing or is there a
better way to treat a sung'
DEAR READER - If you
got some relief of pain ini-

doctor at once
Sensitive people can be
desensitized This is best
done with extracts of the
venom as opposed to
extracts of the whole body of
bees and wasps Sensiuve
people should have an emergency kit available in case
of a sung

Bel Air
Center

7

IOW
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The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier Your earner must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill
You see thest. carriers are independent business
men and women They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don t pay them by the 10th
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They depend or you to write their pier
checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your earner

753
1851

I
Pier
I

imports

Our Wicker Sale
Is Still
In Pro,ressi

PANTY HOSE
Old panty hose make
good ties for staking
tomatoes or other climbing plants They are flexible and will not cut into
tender stalks.

simmisimmmuimeinm moo

So paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

w the
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Taylor visit marked by 5-3 win
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Former Murray High
star athlete, Bruce
l'ay•lor, made a brief visit
to ids old home town this
week and before return:rig to California. where
tic attends college, he left
a few memories behind.
Wednesday, while playing with the touring
Culver City (California ,
American legion
baseball team, Taylor
brought in the first two
runs in what became a 5-3
victory for the visitors.
The hosts. Murray's
Senior Babe Ruth team,
had a few moments of
glory -- one, a solo homer
by Don Hargrove in the
sixth, but dropped to 14-6
with the loss.
Taylor's two RBI double in the first inning

started the Culver City
ball roiling at Murray
State's Reagan Field, yet
he wasn't the only visitor
with a hot bat
Centerfielder Steve
Stowell followed Taylor's
double and stolen base
with a triple. Stowell also
tagged starter Darren
Hooper with a solo homer
in the third that proved to
be the winning run.
Meanwhile Culver City's Steve Maye was
frustrating the Holland
Drugs batters until the
bottom of the fifth when.,
the hosts pushed two runs
across.
Relief pitcher David
Milton brought in one of
the Murray runs with his
line drive double and he
scored when Tom
Schwettman hit into an
error.
Milton relieved Hooper

in the fifth inning and
gave up the last run when
Culver City third
baseman Errank OreRana
singled, stole second and
third and scored on a wild
pitch.
Culver City, touring the
country for the past three
weeks, finished its' tour
with Wednesday's victory. Today the team was
scheduled to fly back to
California.
Holland Drugs plays
two games Saturday at
Jackson, Tenn., beginning at 1 p.m. The
doubleheader with
American Legion Post 90
marks the end of the
regular season for Murray, but more games are
being scheduled between
Saturday and the district
tournament, July 23-24, at
Elopkinsville.

HOMECOMING — Bruce Taylor returned to Murray with a touring
baseball team from Culver City, Calif., recently. Wednesday he helped his
squad defeat the Murray Senior Babe Ruth squad, 5-3, playing first base
[above) and catcher (left). Before Wednesday's game, the Murrayans
presented Bob Dunn (below, center I of Holland Drugs with the third place
trophy the Stars won in the July 4 Jackson (Tenn.) Tournament.
Staff photos by Jim Rector

Fred's pitchers hurl 4-0 shutout
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Wednesday was a night
of few hits in the Kentucky League, a total of
12 were recorded in both
scheduled games. '

In the first contest at
the old city park Travis
Turner and Clint Hutson
pitched a three-hit
shutout, giving Fred's a
4-0 win over Rotary.

Andy Rickman hit a
double for Fred's as one
of four hits by the winners. Joey Waller had two
of the losers' three hits.
Dennison-Hunt edged

Artcraft, 7-6, although the
winners only recorded
one hit. Don Easley, Allen
Kayburn and Chris Dill
combined for the win with
Dill getting his team's
solo hit.
Artcraft's aatt Maness
hit a double in his team's
four-hit attack.
GIRLS'SOFTBALL
The Frogs, 7-1, remained tied for first in the
girls' lower division softball league by beating the
Cards, 13-8, Thursday.
Homers by Allison
Carr, P.J. Chadwick and
Lisa Barnett sparked a
six-run final inning for
the Frogs. Julie Kirchciff
had a homer and a triple
for the Cards 4-51.
Upper division play
saw the Aces blast the
Royals, 21-11. Sherri
Swift smashed a grand
slam and three triples in
the win. Connie Spann
produced a triple, also,
and Stacy Barber hit two
doubles. Royals' Kendra
Thurman hit a pair of
doubles and a triple.
The Swingers capitalized on 12 walks and a ninerun third inning to pound
the Stars, 19-4. The Swingers lofted four
homers, two by Donna
Asbridge, and solo shots
by Gaye Latiner and Kim
Greene.
Jennie Kurz and Lori
Williams each hit homers
for the Stars.

51-ARS
„47

When country calls, both Wilander
and McEnroe respond to Davis Cup
ST. LOUIS (API —
Sweden's Mats Wilander
is a right-hander with a
sturdy two-fisted
backhand. John McEnroe
is a left-hander whose
game depends on touch
and a powerful serve.
Yet, the two key
players in the SwedenUnited States Davis Cup
matches, which will be
staged here Friday
through Sunday, have a
lot in common. They both
want to play for their
countries.
"I would never refuse

that honor,- said
Wilander, who upset
some of the world's top
clay-court specialists last
month enroute to becoming the youngest player
ever to win the French
Open men's singles title.
McEnroe, who lost his
Wimbledon crown last
Sunday, has played every
Davis Cup match he's
been asked to since 1978.
"My mother always
wanted me to go to college and play Davis
Cup," the New Yorker
said following practice

Wednesday. "I only went
tascollege one year, so I
guess I better play Davis
CupY
Wilander, who is ranked Ilth in the world on the
Association of Tennis
Professionals computer,
played his first Davis Cup
match last year, losing
both his singles battles
against Australia. In
Sweden's 4-1 victory over
the Soviet Union in the
first round this year,
Wilander won both his
singles contests.
"It was one of the big-

Pressure heavy on West Germany

World Cup soccer final four play today
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MADRID, Spain (AP
— Italy, Poland, West
Germany and France —
all a bit dazed by their
success — took their
shots at getting to the
final of the 12th World
Cup soccer tournament.
Italy and Poland met
today at Barcelona in one
semifinal match, while
France and West Germany played at Seville.
The winners will meet
Sunday in Madrid for the
championship. The,losers
play Saturday in
Alicante.

The pressure seemed 1962 and 1970.
greater on West GerFrance's best finish
many, the reigning Euro- was third in 1958, matchpean champion playing in ed by Poland in 1974.
the first- all-European
"We are very satisfied,
semifinals in 16 years, but we must want to win.
(and on the crafty giant- The most important thing
killers from Italy, who is to keep our enbeat defending champion -thusiasrn," French coach
Argentina and tourna- Michel Hidalgo said
ment favorite Brazil to Wednesday in Seville.
get into the semifinals.
"I insist only that the
Italy took the world players at this stage must
soccer title in 1934 and show the determination
1938, while the West Ger- and concentration that
mans did it in 1954 and has led to our wins over
1974. Brazil was the only Brazil and Argentina,"
team to win three, in 1958, said Italian coach Enzo

Bearzot."We deserved to
reach the final in 1978 and
we missed it. I don't want
this to happen again."The final Would be an
unprecedented achievement for our team, an
enormous reward for us
and for the whole count r y ,'' said Antoni
Piechniczek, the Polish
coach. A day earlier he
had been saying that
Poland's only goal was to
get to the semis, and that
anything more was
gravy.

USED CARS WHOLESALE
We are offering to the general public used cars at wholesale prices.
We are receiving truck loads of used cars every week and are selling them as
is off of the truck.
You do not have to be a dealer to buy.

iri

GRAHAM Et JACKSON
Downtown *Jul:ay

Olds-Pontiac-Cadillac

Satisfied Customers ore Our
Main Concern

1406 West Main-753-5315

gest thrills, even though
we lost," Wilander said of
his initial Davis Cup appearance last year.
The quarterfinal
meeting at the Checkerdome here will be the
first Davis Cup clash between the two nations
since the United States
gamed a 3-2 victory in
Sweden in 1978. In that
tie, Arthur Ashe, now the
U.S. Davis Cup captain,
split his two singles matches as a player.
The victory over
Sweden also sent the U.S.
to the finals, where
McEnroe, playing Cup
singles for the first time,
led the Americans to a 4-1
win over Great Britain.
Wilander, the youngest
member of the squad at
17, will be joined by
Anders Jarryd, Joakirn
Nystrom and Hans
Simonsson. Jarryd is the
oldest player at 20 and
also made his Cup debut
in 1981.
McEnroe will play both
singles and doubles,
teaming with Peter
Fleming for Saturday's
match against the expected Swedish doubles
team of Jarryd and
Simorisson. Also on the
U.S. squad are Eliot
Teltscher and Brian Gottfried.
Sweden advanced to
the quarterfinals by
downing the Soviet
Union, while the U.S.
stopped India 4-1 in its
first-round match.

Steelworkers
roadblock
Tour de France

See Wells Purdom Jr., Bob Bloke or Jim Suiter.

PURDOM

STARS

Nuckingllara Eau CO
t',-102hestrrut Street
Murray iltentucky

DENAIN, France API
-- Angry steelworkers
erected a makeshift
roadblock along the route
of the fifth leg of the Tour
de France bicycle race
and forced officials to
cancel an event for the
first time in the tour's 69year history.
The leg, a 73-kilometer
race against the clock,
was abandoned because
of the labor action by the
workers at UnisorDenain.
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NEW YORK 1AP : — Boston's Dennis Eckersley
will start and relief aces Dan Quisenberry of Kansas City and Rollie Fingers of Milwaukee are being
counted on for late-inning support when the
American League tries to halt a 10-year dry spell in
the major league baseball All-Star game.
They head the eight-man AL pitching staff
selected today. Oakland Manager Billy Martin and
AL President Lee MacPhail also chose two other
bullpen specialists, Mark Clear of Boston and Rich
Gossage of the New York Yankees, for the staff that
will go against the National League Tuesday night
in Montreal.
Joining the four relievers are starters Eckersley,
Jim Clancy of Toronto, Ron Guidry of New York
and Floyd Bannister of Seattle. Martin said in
Oakland late Wednesday night that he planned to
start sidearming right-hander Eckersley against
the National League's predominantly right-handedhitting lineup, although no official league announcement was made.
The National League also named an eight-man
staff Wednesday, including Fernando Valenzuela of
Los Angeles, who leads the major leagues with 12
victories, and Steve Carlton of Philadelphia, an 11game winner. Also on the NI.staff are Steve Rogers
of Montreal, who leads the league with 2.04 earned
run average, Phil Niekro of Atlanta, Cincinnati
teammates Mario Soto and Tom Hume,Steve Howe
of Los Angeles and Greg Minton of San Francisco.
Two Braves relievers who did not make the NL
squad had some sour words about their omission.
"I deserved to be on it," said Gene Garber. "I'm
having the type of a year that I think I should be on
it, and I really don't think any National League
reliever is having a better year."
"I can't believe it," said Steve Bedrosian. "Who
was choosing the team? Lasorda? That figures."
Bedrosian was referring to Los Angeles Manager
Tom Lasorda, who along with NI., officials selected
the All-Star pitchers.
Among those on the AL staff, Quisenberry, 4-3
with a 2.13 earned run average, leads the majors
with 22 saves this season.
Fingers, 5-5 with a 2.50 ERA, has 16 saves and
won the AL Cy Young and Most Valuable Player
awards last year when he won six games. saved 28
and posted a 1.04 ERA. His 288 career saves are
more than any man in history. He was the losing pitcher in the 1981 All-Star Game, won by the National
League 5-4 at Cleveland.
Gossage, selected to an All-Star team for the
ninth time, was the loser in the 1978 Game when he
gave up four runs in one inning as the NL won 7-3.
He is 3-3 with 15 saves and a 2.45 ERA. Clear is 6-3
with 11 saves and a 1.92 ERA.
Eckersley, 9-6 with a 3.25 ERA, is the top winner
on the AL staff as Martin chose to pass up Chicago's
L,aMarr Hoyt and Milwaukee's Pete Vuckovich,
both 10-game winners. He has three shutouts and is
expected to be the AL starting pitcher, although
Martin will not formalize his selection until Monday
when he announces his batting order.
Guidry is 8-3 with a 3.53 ERA. Bannister is 8-4
with a 2.85 ERA and leads the league with 106
strikeouts. Clancy is 7-5 with a 3.33 ERA.
Guidry and Bannister are the lone left-handers on
I the team.

Davis, Raiders
packing for move
LOS ANGELES ( AP)
— Though the move may
not be permanent, Al
Davis is ready to take his
Oakland Raiders to Los
Angeles for the 1982 National Football League
season.
Davis, the managing
general partner of the
Raiders, signed a 10-year
agreement Wednesday
with the Coliseum Commission to make the
move.
He also has a practice
field once the season
begins and the approval
of his players to make the
switch, although it means
hardships for many of
them.
Davis will start selling
season tickets before the
month is over and in the
future will build luxury
boxes for the elite among
his club's followers.
The commission, by a
7-1 vote, approved an
agreement for a 10-year
lease for the Raiders to
replace the departed LOS
Angeles Rams, who left
the Coliseum in 1980 to
move to nearby Anaheim.
And In court, there was
action to call the club the
Los Angeles Raiders.
An advance of $6.7
million, on a loan basis,
was part of the pact approved to move the
Raiders from the 54,000seat Oakland Coliseum to
the L.A. Coliseum, which
seats 90,000.
The switch has been
avidly opposed by the
NFL, which lost an anti-

Stealer coach
gains USFL job
PHILADELPHIA (AP)
— The Philadelphia franchise lithe new United
States Football League
suinouaced that its head
coach will be Pittsburgh
Steeltrs assistant George
Perles.

trust suit in federal court
last May 7 and is appealing. Also pending is an
eminent domain suit by
the City of Oakland,
which claims that the
Raiders are part of its
personal property.

S. lie

Debate sizzles over fans'choice of All-Stars
By WILL GRIPALSLEY
AP Special
Correspondent
Baseball had to decide
whether it wanted its annual All-Star Game to be
a popularity contest or a
real-live competition with
flying spikes, and it made
its choice.
It's "Mr. America" in
cleats and high stirrups.
Strike aptthe band. Let's
have it from Bert Parks.
Let the guys parade to the
plate instead of down the
runway while fans applaud to the lyrics of
"There y5u go...Mr.
America."
Accept it. It's a parade
of baseball's current
greats and near-greats.
The game itself proves
nothing except that once
a year in the heat of midsummer fans want to
salute their diamond
heroes in one spectacular
cluster.

Meanwhile, debate
sinks among the hardcore buffs over the votir,
process that would allow
a .14.3 hitter such as the
New York Yankees'
Suety Dent to lead the
balloting until almost the
very end.
How can you pass up a
guy like Milwaukee's
Cecil Cooper with his
remarkable statistics —
.322 batting average, 17
home runs and 64 runs
batted in — even though
the top vote-getter is an
established star, Rod
Carew, hitting .305 with
one homer and 19 RBI for
the California Angels?
What were the millions
of voters thinking when
they dropped Lonnie
Smith of the Cardinals to
14th in the voting
although his .308 bat, 41
RBI and 41 stolen bases
have been instrumental
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4
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4
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303 1114
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MI 73,
1
Lte Angeles 3, Montreal 1
Weslaisday'sG•sses
San Francisco 3, New York 3
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Kansas City 3, Toronto I
Atlanta 3, St Lotus
Boston 8. Tomas 5
Cleveland 11, Califon.6
New Yost 5. Oakland 3
Seethe I, Baltimore 7
Thwellay.
•Games
Minnesota
O'Connor I II at
MilwaukeeI Vacitosith 184 I
NEW YORK I AP) -Detroit Petry 44115 Chimp Hoyt
W.R. Grace & Co. said it
164 or K Damao 131,(a)
Toronto ISOM 4491 at Kase. City would donate
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I Black 12/. I el
Boston I Rainey 4-31 at Testis the United States OlymI Honeycutt 441.101
pic Committee as part of
Cleveland 15o55 741 at Gmbh,
an attempt by President
nu r Gotta 141,Ini
New York 1 Aimasoir 041 at Oakland Reagan's
son, Michael, to
t Norris 341, lel •
Baltimore IPlosiegan 471 at Seattle set a speedboat record on
I Moore1C, fl
the MiasiSsippi River.
y
The company said its
aikido at Tama.4
klhwiesota at Besatet, ifl
$100-a-mile contribution
Kansas City at MIMaidoso,Iit
was in anticipation of a
Detroit at Texas n
New York al California, lel
July 21 attempt by
Baltimore at Ookisuld. 4 el
Reagan to beat the record
Cleveland at Seattle 4 n
as.

045 0.1

Friday's Games
Clriciniuti at Chicago
San FniAcisco at Montreel, n
Pittsburgh at Atlanta. I n1
San
New York, n
les Angeles al Philadelphia in
St Louie at Houston. In

Olympics

ROAST
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS

OSLO, Norway (API—
Dave Moorcroft of Britain set a world record in
the men's 5,000-meter
race with a time of 13
minutes. 00.42 seconds in
the Oslo Givnas.
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FAMILY PACK GROUND

BYRON'S
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Track
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SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE —

for the fastest time over
the 1.027-mile river
stretch between New
Orleans to St.Louis.

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks
1102 Chestdut St.
753-7362

•
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BONELESS RUMP

Portland Open on the
course for three consecutive years.
In addition to being
longer, the course has
narrower fairways than
when Casper last played
here.
The winner will get
$25,000. If there is a firstplace tie, an 18-hole
playoff would be played
Monday. There are 150
golfers in the field.

cn

Houston 5. Chicago 1
Throaty's Games
Chicago I Filer I-21 at Newton Rutile
4,4). It)
Los Aegelos 11/: Rom 0-21 at Montreal Par34t.1)11
Sr Francisco (Matta 3.41 at New
York(Omega 141,le) '
Montehtsco
sit
Sae Dago
Phdaduiphle Krukow 84 I, n
Cleciseral I Soto 74 at Pittsburgh
i, n I
SoneMato
1..." Stuf., 5.I at Atlanta
I Mahler
In)

LB $ 1 99

STEW MEAT

1140,

Professional baseball

•

ROAST

Mfg. Sugg. Retail

Professional Car Wash

753-1331

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS
HEEL OF ROUND

despite bad back problem?
ped to 50 for last year's
tournament, which
Palmer won in an 18-hole
playoff with Casper and
Michigan club professional Bob Stone in Birmingham, Mich.
Others in the field include:
—Palmer, 52, whose
"Arnie's Army"
materialized as soon as
he arrived and has been
crowding the course during practice rounds.
Palmer, who has been
followed by up to 1,000
people at the course, has
won 61 Professional
Golfers Association tournaments.
—Gene Littler, 51, last
year's leading money
winner on the Seniors'
tour with $137,427.
—Mike Souchak, 55,
who set the PGA tournament scoring record with
257 for 72 holes in the 1955
Texas Open.
—Bob Goalby, 53, the
senior tour's top money
winner this year at
$35,550.
Miller Barber and Dow
Finsterwald also are
entered. Sam Snead, 70,
had to withdraw because
of eye trouble.
The course, in
Portland's West Hills,
was designed in 1914. It
was the site of the first
major victory for Ben
Hogan, who won the PGA
championship there in
1946.
The 1947 Ryder Cup
match was played at the
club.
Casper won the old

face the cold, hard truth
Fans, with a choice,
will take the sure Hall of
Famer over glossy
statistics for half a
season.
Every time It's the
nature of the beast

CORRECTION

How could there be a
1982 All-Star game in
Montreal next Tue•sday
without having Toby Harrah of the Cleveland Indians at third base with
his .343 batting average.
15 homers and 44 runs
batted in, or Kansas City's Willie Wilson in the
outfield, with his speed,
fine arm and leagueleading .350 batting
average?
Easy.

Can Casper catch Palmer
PORTLAND, Ore.
(AP) — An ailing back
may hurt Billy Casper in
his bid to get even with
Arnold Palmer in the U.S.
Senior Open golf tournament.
Casper, who lost last
year to Palmer in a threeway playoff, twisted his
back earlier this week
while hoisting luggage
from an automobile
trunk.
"Some of us aren't
smart enough to have
others lift the luggage,"
he explained.
But Casper, 51, did not
seem to be bothered by
the back in practice
rounds Tuesday and
Wednesday. The tournament, which runs through
Sunday,starts today.
Casper has the reputation of being one of the
best putters ever to play
the game. But he said
driving might be the key
to victory on the par-71,
6,489-yard Portland Golf
Club course.
This is a tremendous
driving course," Casper
said. "They lengthened
18, which I don't
necessarily agree with,
and 15 (a par-4 at 460
yards) is going to
eliminate a lot of short
hitters."
The $150,000 tournament, the top senior golf
event in the country, is in
its third year. The first
tournament, which had a
minimum age limit of 55,
was won by Argentine
Roberto De Vicenzo.
The age limit was drop-

and hustle who is wiping
out many of Ty Cobb's
proudest records.
Voting by the fans is not
perfect. Cooper, Harrah,
Oliver, Lonme Smith —
they have legitimate
gripes. But they must

Storey's Food Giant

REBOARD

AMR&
,A11/1

t,

in turning Si Louci intt)
Films vote with their
one of the hottest teams hearts not their heads If
in the National League
you were a dyed-m-theWhy not Al Oliver, the wool baseball fan, whom
would
you rather see, up
Expos' splendid first
baaeTnan who is batting close and in living color
—
Al
Oliver or Pete Rose,
.325 with 13 home runs
and 58 RBI, instead of the latter a hunk of grit
Pete Rose (.292; of the
Phillies or slumping
Steve Garvey (.256 of the
Dodgers, both finishing
ahead of him for the position in the NL.
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coupon must accompany gear
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Cemetery's renovation program
results in visible improvements
lion program which already. has
many visible improvements.
Bell said it was his aim to
make this cemetery one of the
most beautiful in western Kentucky ."
He added the Memorial
Gardens-type cemetery is now the
most popular in the country.
'Some people when referring to
cemeteries used to say 'what was
good enough for Mom and Dad is
good gnough for ins,' but now they
have changed their minds. Obviously, if we felt that way, we
would still have no inside plumbing and would still be using oil
lamps," Bell said.
"It is an inherent thing within
all of us to want the best for our
loved ones and a Memorial
Garden cemetery is the most
beautiful type in the country when
they are looked after. Practically
every city in the country,
regardless of size, has a Memorial
Garden cemetery."
Renovation immediately following the cemetery's purchase included cutting in and paving new
roads, resetting markers and
painting the office. This year, concrete walkways have been put on
two of the sections, another section walkway was tiled, walkways
to the office also were tiled, the office was repanelled and carpeted
and new storm windows and a new
roof were added.
Debris from a pond was removed and ducks were added. White
benches were placed around the
pond and visitors are permitted to

The sign out irunt reads
"Calloway County's Most
Beautiful Floral Gardens." Under
the direction of Charles B. Bell, it
is
A Louisville native, Bell purchased Murray Memorial
Gardens, U.S. 641 north of Murray, m the spring of 1981 Since
that time, he has initiated and has
in full swing a multi-year renova-

Several features at the
cemetery, including the statue
of Jesus, have been repaired
and repainted.

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

- A similar mausoleum will be constructed to the existIfIg one With a chapel
located in the middle. The chapel will be used for funeral services during bad
weather.

•ES•

Charles B. Bell
feed the ducks.
"We are pleased with all the
backhoe work done by Brent Allen
and especially pleased with all the
grading work and our new roads
by Ronnie Geurin," Bell said."We
have an arrangement with the
Hoffman Nursery to put in trees,
plants, shrubs and as many flower
beds as necessary in the next few
years to beautify the cemetery."
Bell estimated that the
cemetery has spent between
$50,000 and $75,000. He expects
another $150,000 to $250,000 will be
spent.
The bulk of the additional expense . will be for a new
mausoleum and chapel.
"We are going to put in some
private mausoleum crypts which
we feel some families will desire.
These will be private mausoleums
for two people," Bell said. "They
will be individualized with flower
beds and walkways around them.
They will weigh 14,000 pounds and
be fairly expensive. We want to be
able to offer a family every service and product available."
Bell has been in the cemetery
business 22 years. He has served
as a board of director and president of the Pre-Arrangement Interment Association of America,
the national Memorial Gardens
association. He also was president
of the Kentucky association and
has spoken all over the country,
including England and Spain, at
national, state and regional conventions.
He is a member of Memorial
Baptist Church and a deacon. Bell
also is a Rotarian and a Gideon.
He is .married and has two
children, both married, and four
grandchildren.

Debris from a pond was removed and several ducks were added. Visitors to
the cemetery, are allowed to feed the ducks.
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Several walkways,including this one to the Bible, were retiled
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MICHELSON JEWELERS SAYS,

Murray,
Ky.

Mu
Ky.

TO THE BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

30%
OFF

Yes, August 1st 1982 we'll be moving to the
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center in Murray
& we're going out with a bang
HURRY
we'd rather sell our inventory
FOR BEST
than move it
Clusters, Solitaires, Bridal Sets,
SELECTIONS!
Wedding Bands, Cocktail Rings,
AT LEAST
Sapphire & Rubies With Diamonds,
Pendents & Diamond Earrings!!!

0

ALL DIAMONDS

OFF
ALL 14K. CHAINS,

CHARMS & BRACELETS

II

33°A

/0
.
30
OFF
ALL ASSORTED JEWELRY
14K Earrings Fashion Jewelry
Key Chains Necklaces
Krementz Fine Jewelry
&Art Carved
Wedding Bands

OFEIW
•

F
ALL FAMOUS NAME
WATCHES
Seiko...Citizens...
Whittenauer..

DIE*

"NOTHING HELD BACK" ALL BANK CARDS ACCEPTED
.90 DAY CHARGES(50% DOWN)•90 DAY LAYAWAY(20% DOWN)

.0,
•A) MICHELSON JEWELERS
BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER MURRAY, KY
OPEN DAILY 10700 TfL 6:00 FRIDAY NIGHT III 8:00
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Persons reduce electricity costs by shifting to wood for fuel
CHATTANOOGA, common shift in primary
l'enn. I AP)- Sosne Ten- home heating fuels, the
riessee Valley residents 1981 study said.
have reduced power costs
TV* has &ppm:Muteby switching from elec- ty 2.5 million residential
tricity to wood as the .consumers along with
primary heating source about 300,000
for their homes, a study commercial-industrial
shows.
users. The 5.7 percent
Electricity is still used decline in use of power as
as the primary heat the primary heat source
source in 40.9 percent of translates to about
the valley's homes, mak- 142,500 users - probably
ing it the most commonly representing at least
used, the 1981 survey for twice that many people.
the Tennessee Valley
'It didn't come as a
Authority concludes.
total surprise,'' Jim
But the valley McMahon, TVA's
homeowners' use of elec- manager of power contricity as the primary
heating fuel dropped
from 45.8 percent of the
homes in 1979 to 40.1 percent in 1981, according to
surveys done for TVA in
those two years.
Meanwhile, wood showed up as the primary
HENDERSON, Ky.
heating fuel in 18.8 percent of the homes in 1981 (API - Funeral services
within TVA's seven-state are scheduled Saturday
region, up from 13.7 per- for Hecht S. Lackey, a
cent two years earlier. A western Kentucky broadchange from electricity casting pioneer who died
to wood was the most Wednesday of a heart at-

tracts, said Wednesday of
the findings. "People do
respood to price."
Electricity may still
serve as a backup heat
source in many of those
homes, McMahon said.
The surveys show that
valley residents arc
generally stepping up
their efforts to conserve
power use, he said.
Next to electricity,
natural gas and wood are
the valley's next most
commonly used primary
home heating fuels, with
natural gas used in 27.9
percent of the homes. In

Broadcasting pioneer
Lackey dies,July 7

idtorS to

•

tack at age 80.
Lackey, a Paducah
native, joined his brother,
Pierce, in founding radio
station WHOP in
Hopkinsville in 1939.
Lucky moved to Henderson in 1941 and established WSON radio on Dec.17,
1941. He later opened the
area's first TV station,
WEHT,in 1953.
Lackey was a two-term
mayor of Henderson from
Frances Drake
1953 through 1961, was apFOR FRIDAY,JULY 9,1982
pointed to the state
What kind of day will tomor- travelers have an exciting Human Rights Commisrow be? To find out what the time and you'll also find ways sion in 1962 and to the
stars say, read the forecast to increase income.
chairmanship of the state
PISCES
given for your birth Sign.
Board of Education in
(Feb. l9 to Mar. 20) )(C
. 1968.
news
comes
from
afar.
Good
ARIES
In his only attempt at
Dealings with lawyers, agents state office, he was
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 er•or:
Weekend jaunts lead to and publishers are fruitful. defeated in the
romance and good times. You achieve mental rapport Democratic primary for
Good news comes from fami- with another.
lieutenant governor in
ly. The financial picture YOU BORN TODAY are
should brighten considerably. naturally interested in public 1939.
service, especially in an ad- He was a past president
TAURUS
Apr. 20 to May 20) d€We visory capacity. You'd make a of the Kentucky BroadLuck comes through others. fine lawyer, teacher or casters Association and
Career strivings pay off now. psychologist. At times, you in 1959 received the
You may meet a romantic pro- can be too critical and must association's Kentucky
sped through work. Shopping use your fine mental ability to Mike Award.
better the conditions that you He is survived by his
toots favored.
often complain about. Politics, wife, Rebecca; sons
GEMINI
welfare and religion are some Hecht Jr., of Bellwood,
May 21 to June 20)
Your sex appeal and of the fields,in which you'll Wash.; George, of Tammagnetism attract admirers. find happiness. You're also pa, Fla., state Sen. Henry
It's a good time for buying or drawn to the arts and can suc- Lackey, D-Henderson,
selling. Capitalize on new ceed in painting, fiction and the current owner of
music. Though you have many
career opportunity.
interests, you should learn to WSON; and Herndon, of
CANCER
specialize for your greatest Queens, N.Y.; aAcl nine
(Jill.* 21 I9JlilY 22)
Recreational pursuits bring success. Birthdate of: Elias grandchildren.
joy. You may turn a hobby in- Howe, inventor; Ann The funeral will be held
to a source of income. Travel Radcliffe, novelist; and Ot- at Presbyterian Church
of Henderson.
and distant affairs signal luck. torino Respighi, composer.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug.22) 41244
Weekend trips are romantic
and luck is with you in
domestic affairs. You'll be
able to improve existing relationships.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 toSept. 22) nP UA.
Both work and play are
pleasantly highlighted. After a
fine career success, you'll go
out celebrating with your
friends.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You'll impress higher-ups
now and may receive a raise
or promotion. Creative projects should inspire you to settle down and work.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Mier'
You may win a prize. Shopping and recreational pursuits
are emphasized. Late evening
accents romance and happy
Captain
times.
SAGITIMUUS
01410.
!Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
eoch Chipper vou get
Romantic introductions
• 2 pieces al fish SOW
come now, but, after partying.
• Creamy coke Saw
you may want some time for
• Chsp trench fries
yourself. You'll also gain un• 2 Southern style
huth puppies
portant new insights.
CAPRICORN
Offer
Good Today
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
You're on top of the world
Through Sunday July 11
now. Career success combines
with happiness in love to make
this a special day. Accept invitations.
AQUARIUS
seafood CI hamburgers
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
...like you like iV
Rd:nonce and adventure are
in store for you. Weekend

1979, natural gas was used in 27.8 percent The remaining heating fuels,
less commonly used, are
coal, liquid propane gas,
and fuel oil or kerosene.
TVA hired Westat
Research Inc., of
Rockville, Md., to do the
studies, designed to give
TVA more information on
which to base its
forecasts of power needs.
Another survey is planned during 1982.
The studies informed
TVA about how residers-

tlal consumers are
responding to economic
conditions and energy.
prices, what type of appliances they use and
what conservation
measures they are taking
The 1981 survey. completed last May, was
compiled using a sample
of 2,850 billing accounts
provided by 151 participating power
distributors.
TVA spokesman Carl
Crawford said the
for

electricity-to-wood shift
supports the agency's
projections that the annual growth in electricity
demand during coming
years will be slower than
was previously projected.
He said the study findings support TVA's decisions, since 1979, to indefinitely stop construction of eight planned
nuclear reactors based on
the less than projected
load growth. TVA now
operates five reactors
and is building four more.

The 1981 survey also
showed the most common
conservation measures
are those which could be
done without coat - keeping homes cooler in the
winter, wanner in summer and closing off unused rooms.
The most common conservation efforts requiring expenses were adding
insulation and installing
storm doors or windows
The electric
refrigerator is used in
99.6 percent of valley

LOSS•Vaal Mart Sells for less•Wei Marl Sell, tor Lovas • A

WAL7MART

Mon.-Sot. 9-9
Sun. 12-6

residences, making it the
most common appliance,
while 84 percent have
electric ranges. The
study found that 97 9 percent of the homes have
water heaters, 97.3 percent have televisions and
15.3 percent have
microwave ovens.
TVA's network provides power for Tennessee and neighboring
parts of Kentucky,
Virginia, North Carolina,
Georgia, Alabama and
Mississippi.
• .•

641 N. Central Center
759-9995

Your Individual
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Save 19%
."Cozy Warm" Solid Blanket

Save Up to 1 .53
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Murray, Ky.
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Wild animals may face sterilization THE ACES'
to curb world population explosion "Let
them call it mane(
when it s past and prospered
It will be virtue -- Ben

SEATTLE (API Mountain goats wandering on the snow-capped
peaks of the Olympic
Peninsula face chemical
or surgical sterilization to
curb their population in
what a researcher says
may become a necessity
for worldwide wildlife
management.
The animals, introduced to northwest
Washington in 1925, have
been protected from
hunters since the area
became Olympic National Park in 1938. The
park's 700 goats now compete with deer, elk, marmots and other native
wildlife for forage,
severely damaging plant
growth in some areas.
said Don Jackson, assistant park superintendent.
Dr. Jim Foster, a
veterinarian and curator
of research at Seattle's

Woodland Park Zoo, said
a dozen goats will be
caught for an experimental program later this
month. Some of the goats
will undergo tuba! ligation — also used in
humans — and others will
be treated with implants
or hormone injections to
make them temporarily
sterile.
Such fertility control
measures would be
especially beneficial in
areas like Africa, where
wildlife is plentiful but
human needs for development and agriculture
may take precedence.
Foster said.
"Unfortunately, that is
the way it has become,he said. -The smaller our
Earth becomes as a
result of population expansion and resource
needs, the more we are

going to have tube involved in management of
wildlife species."
The most promising
procedure for the goats is
an implant, where synthetic progesterone is implanted in silicone under
the skin of a female and
absorbed over four years
to prevent the animal
from conceiving, Foster
said. The simplest is a
hormone injection, but it
lasts only six months, he
said.
The implant procedure
is used in zoos to control
pregnancy in some
animals. Foster said
mountain goats normally
begin reproducing after
age 3 and live to about 12,
so the implants would
render the goats infertile
for about half their
reproductive lives, while
a tubal ligation would

CriAtliar 11
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SPECTACULAR
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leave them
sterile.

completely

Jamas
TM bidding

an
important clue for declarer
"I think we're going to in tie play of today's puzgam a lot of information zling game If he doesn't put
regarding potential for the knowledge to good use,
the defenders will get the
wildlife controls," said plus
score.
Foster, who will be East wins
the diamond
assisted by Dr. Stephen ace and shifts
to his singleSeager, reproductive ton club West wins the ace
physiologist with the Na- and returns a club for East
tional Institute of Health to ruff and the defenders
in Bethesda, Md.
have three quick tricks
Rangers at the 908,000- East exits with a diamond
acre park are already in to dummy's king and it's
the second year of efforts time to play the trumps.
How should declarer
to cut the herd. About 60
goats a year are being proceed'
If he leads a trump to his
trapped with nets, then queen, hoping for
a decent
transplanted to areas of break, he has missed the
Washington, Utah and clue. The finesse wins but
Idaho where mountain declarer loses as East now
goats are native.
has a natural trump winner
The National Park Ser- The winning play is to
lead
a trump to declarer's
vice has indicated interest in ridding the park 10 and then cross to
dummy's spade ace to
entirely of its goats, since
repeat the finesse But how
they are not native to the should South
know that East
area
started with all four
trumps'
The answer lies with
Sig Values
East's opening. bid and the
play to this point. When
on Electronics
East returns a diamond to
For Home,
dummy's king. South knows
Car, Office,
that East started with only
Fun!
four diamonds and a singleton club. With eight major
suit cards, he would not
have opened one diamond
unless the majors were 4-4.
so East is marked with all
four trumps
Should East have exited
with the spade king instead
of a second round of
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been a better play Even so,
a most discriminating South PETS OF WEEK — Jeremy Hunt holds "Patwould wonder why East ches," top photo, one of the many six-weeks old kithadn't returned a diamond tens available for adoption at
Calloway County
for West to ruff and he still
Animal Shelter, 103 East Sycamore St., operated by
may have found the winning
The Humane Society of Calloway County. In the botplay
tom photo is a one-year old black and tan nutered
German Shepard dog, good with children, that
Bid with The Aces
needs a good home. Hours of the shelter are 8 a.m.
South holds
7-8-B
to noon and 1 to 5 p.m., Monday through Saturday.
For information call 759-4141.
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ANSWER:Pass. There
might be a better spot but
it's too dangerous to find
out
Send bridge queshons to The Ares.
70 Box 12343. Dallas Texas 75225,
with self addreseed. stamped envelope
for reply

Tracy

I 29% Oft! Portable AM/FM Stereo Cassette Recorder

Berea
dies A

c -q-2 by Realistic®

Save$40
95

bags of chick feed:

Justice recovering

Stereo-Wide — Circuit
Expands Stereo Image
Twin speakers deliver wide response.
Record direct!y off-the-air, or "live"
with built-in mikes. Auto-Level recording, tuning/record-level/battery meter.
AC/battery operation. 014-805

Save S10— Mini
Pushbutton Phone

Last week we sold over 18
tons horse feed:
Etaflenes extra

Portable
29 Oft! AM/FM
By

Last week we sold over 5 ton
dog feed:

Realistic

ET-100 by Radio Shack

Check our prices you will see
why.
Don Buchanan

NEW LOW PRICE!

3995 in

"Hangs Up" on Any

Save

a—

Only 7" long, yet feature-packed! AutoRedial, tone ringer.
FCC registered. White
Mist, 043-284. Dark
Brown, 043-285

iniii104

Long-Range Radar Detector*
Road Patrol XK by Microntam

Save$40
95

159

Superheterodyne circuit reduces "leising,' greatly improves sensitivity. Even
works around corners and over hills!
Select buzzer and/or warning light

Metal Speaker 10%
Off!Minimus*-7 by Realistic

Save4A95
5
Each
Reg. 49.95 Each
Mini-speaker delivers hi-ti
sound for home or car! 4"
woofer, 1" tweeter. 7'hex
47isx4slis" Black,
040-2030 Silver. 040-2034

Reg.
34.95
Automatically switches to batteries if
AC power is interrupted. AFC for driftfree FM,3" speaker, slide-rule dial, tone
control With earphone #12-668 Batte,,,

Hi-Power AM/FM Car
Cassette By Realistic

Save$5011995
,n and under -dash
mounting hardware

Reg.169.95
12 watts per channel for superb
sound!
Bass and treble controls, loudness
button, locking fast-forward/rewind.
Compact DIN-size fits in dash of
most
cars. #12-1888

Buchanan Feed
PURINA
753-5378 CHOWS
Industrial Rd.
Murray, Ky.
111? •• II II ••
MII••••••
•••••••••

25' Modular Extension Cord

By
771

4"

Modular plug
on each end

Converts 4prong to mod
4.11. plug
49
0279-365 2
30'4-Prong Extension Cord
99 Flexible cable
Reg, with Jack and
3.ell plug.

2

570 MAIN ST. P.O. BOX 416 MURRAY, RT
CALL FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

753-7750
HUGH E WILSON
ED FEWION
OFFICE HOURS 9 A.M. TO 4 P.M. MON. THRU FRI.
THEY CURE YOUR iti.S.WE NURSE TOUR 811.0

Better* eau@

ONE
CASE

OF V
BUYE
FROI

ONE
CASI

0.0•0011/1111 QV rill.,

FRIDAY, JULY 9, 1012
7.00 p.m — Beauty Contest
lOvett Auditonum
MOP4DAY, JULY 12
District Dairy Show — 4-H & FFA
5 • 00 p.m. — 4-14 Rabbit Show
6, 30 p.m. — Official Opening
7 00 p.m. — Little Miss Pageant
TUESDAY,JULY 13
600 p.m. — Hoistein & Fnesion Show
700 p.m. — Demo Derby
WEDNESDAY,JULY 14
600
— Jerson Conte Show
FRP* *OW
7,00 p.m. — Old Time Fiddlers Contest
THURSDAY,JULY 13
I .00 p m. — Kiddies Day
6-00p.m. — CH& FES Diary Show
7,00 p.m. — Dun* Buggy Send Drags
730 pm. — Country heat — Grounct
FRIDAY,JULY II
300 p.m. — -8 Horse Shoo
i,tio
— Hors* Shoo
SATURDAY,JULY 17
5:00 — Horse & MCW, Nal
1-0,00 a.m. — Farm Bureau Day
700 p m. — brio Wheel Short Track Roos
7.30p m. — Gospel MUSK ShOM --- Jaycee 110.

Micronta

Cut 22%
88

, 21

1

MEDICAL CLAIMS SERVICE

1111;4131ittlIt
12113101111;

Reg.
27.95

Great workbench addon, Measures AC/DC
volts, DC amps, resistance. decibels. With
test leads. 022-202

4-Key-Memory LCD
Calculator
EC-259 by Radio Shack

Half Price! Plug Adapter

0279-1261

A PLACE TO GO FOR HELP WHEN YOU BECOME
FRUSTRATED AND BEWILDERED IN YOUR EFFORTS
TO COMPLETE COMPLEX FORMS NECESSARY TO GET
REIMBURSED FOR YOUR HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL
EXPENSES GET WHAT YOU'VE GOT COMING, YOU
PAID FOR IT

MURRAY
CALLOWAY-COUNTY

25-Range Multitester

040-2031

Telephone Accessories
0279-356

IT'S FINALLY HERE
IT'S ABOUT TIME
WE'RE LONG OVERDUE
FOR

Reg

022-1603

Adjustable Mounting IA"
rag Pair
Bracket

$1007 24"

went surgery Tuesday,
was expected to remain
hospitalized until next
week. A spokeswoman at
St. Thomas Hospital said
Harbison was in good
condition Wednesday., a
Harbison, who was
elected to the Supreme
Court in 1974, is seeking
re-election Aug.5.

199.95

Wfth mounting bracket, self-sticking tape
'May be unlawful in some areas—Check vnth authormeS

•

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) — The chief justice
of the Tennessee
Supreme Court was
reported in good condition following surgery for
removal of si kidney
stone, said a hospital
spokeswoman.
Chief Justice William
J. Harbison, who under-

as
Cat.99
345
1
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Sponsored by
Murray-Calloway County JAYCEES

JULY 12-17, 1.982 Attend

the Beauty Contest Friday, July 9, 700 p.m. — Lovett Auditorium
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18 girls will compete in first Little Miss Pageant of county fair

11
olds "Patiiks old kits), County
perated by
In the botin nutered
dren, that
are 8 a.m.
Saturday.

Eighteen girls will be
competing in the first Little Miss Pageant of the
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair on Monday,
July 12.
The event will be a part
of the activities for Monday in the grandstand at
the fairgrounds on
Highway 121 North.
Contestants must be
between the ages of 5 and
8. First prize will be a $50
savings bond plus trophy
and crown. The next
three runners-up will
receive appropriate
awards.
The winning contestant
will be sent to the Kentucky State Fair to compete in the state Little
Miss County Fair
Pageant.
Contestants include the
following:

Angi Denean Knight, daughter of Ms Mary
daughter of Mr and Mrs
James Pigg.
Roger Cooper.
Robin Renee Dick, 7, 6, daughter of Mr and
Rcsseman.
Sabrina Dawn Bowker.
Valerie Chapman, 5, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Luke Knight.
daughter of Ms Carol Roger Dick.
Laura Roseman, 5, 5, daughter of Mr. and
Chapman.
Amanda Jackson, 6,
Kasey Rae Wilson, 5, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joel Jackson.
Bobby Wilson.
Tracy Renee Barnett,
Leah Michelle Darnell, 6, daughter of Mr and
7, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Barnett.
Mrs. Philip Darnell.
Rebecca Kay Burkeen.
Jaime Liza beth F'igg,6, 6, daughter of Mr and
awes, seedaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Dennis M. Burkeen.

Mrs. David Bowker
Blackford
Victoria Turner, 5,
Robyn Et enee
Blackford, 7, daughter of daughter of Ntz. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Harold Turner
April Haneline, 7,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Artie Haneline.
Jill S. McCutcheon, 5,

Angie D Knight

Robin Renee Dick

Allison Newell

Victoria Turner

Getting
settled
made
simple.

Colons Gay Cooper, 5,

RabynR.Blackford

April Hanelme

Jaime L. Pigg

Emily Jean Mahan

New-town dilemmas fade alter a
WELCOME WAGON call
As VVELCOME WAGON Representatrve,
l's my lob to help you make the most or
your new neighborhood. Shopping areas.
Community opportunities Special attractions. Lots of tips to save you time and
money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family
I'll be listening for your call

Tracy R. Barnett
Sabrina D. Bowker

Berea minister
dies Monday
BEREA, Ky. (API —
Funeral services were
scheduled today for the
Rev. Henry L. Parker,
campus minister at
Berea College since 1971.
Parker, an Episcopal
priest, died Monday after
a four-month hospitalization. He was 60.

y Tuesday,
i to remain
until next
eswoman at
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inesdap. •
who was
Le Supreme
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daughter of Ms. Rue McCutcheon
Emily Jean Mahan, 7,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs
James Mahan.
Allison Newell, 7.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Howard Newell.

Amanda Jackson

Laura Roseman

Jill S. McCutcheon

,
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Mary
Hamilton
Asst.
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Ingeborg King
Asst.
Kathryn Outland 75313079
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492-8348
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Senior Citizens

Rebecca K. Burkeen

Leah M.Darnell
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53, Services Offered
30. Business Rentals
32. Apts. For Rent
13. Produce

24. Miscellaneous

r Trade

Is,

Sawdust and slabs Will
deliver. Shoemaker
Lomber Co. Hwy 22
North McKinzie, Tenn.
901 352- 5777, after 5p.m
901 352 3632.
Fender guitar and case
excellent condition $200
Kenmore gas dryer
excellent condition $225.
Kenmore gas stove best
offer. Phillips reel to
reel $150 Call 753-0639
Two garage doors 10x7ft
wood panel with glass.
Excellent condition.
$300. Call 753'5812.
Victoria 200 tomato
iulcer S25.99, grape
spiral $6.99, berry
screen 08.99. Wallen
Hdw.-Paris, Tenn

26. TV-Radio
Sony Trinitron 10in,
color t.v. 753 4679 after
4p.m.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x 44 House trailer
$3000. Owner will finance_ Match pair English Setter bird dogs 9
months old. 450. 7538848.
Mobile home and lot. 1972
Schalt, 2 bedroom, added
on room on the living
room, deep well, carport,
screened patio, central
air and heat. Can burn
wood. Metal storage
building. $16,500. call 4362179.
Two bedroom mobile
home for sale. For
further information call
Mayfield 247-5947 after
6p.m.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
For rent near Murray
No pets. 489 2611.
Three bedroom, water
and trash pickup free.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898. Would sell.
Trailers for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court.
Two 2 bedroom furnished 'Or unfurnished
mobile homes. New
furniture and carpet,
air condition. Rent
SE15.-$150. Shady Oaks.
753,5209.
Two bedroom furnished
all electric mobile
home. $75, security
deposit, $150. per month
rent. No pets. Call
753-4808.

30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758
Want to rent 2 bedroom
home in town with gas
heat. 753, 2952 after
7p.m.

Custom Built
Portable Buildings
Jest off Hwy. 121 S. At
Cherry Corners.
753-81172
753-0984

vimmirrimmir
RENT
Two spaces in
Seethsido Shopping
Center 641 faith.
1100 Sq. Ft. end
1500 Sq. Ft. lent
NMI at a cost you
caa afford to live with
each month.

753-6612
32. Apts. For Rent
Beautiful clean furnished apartment. 2
bedrooms, living room,
kitchen, washer-dryer,
dishwasher and air•
conditioner. Call 7538298 or 753-6194.
Extra nice 2 bedroom
aparlment. All kitchen
appliances plus washer
and dryer furnished.
1413 Hillwood Dr. 753
0814.
Extra nice 1 bedroom
furnished apartment_ 1
block from Ungers
ity. Open now. Call
753'2967 after 5p.m.
Furnished apartments,
efficiency, 1 or 2 bedroom. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609,
HILLDALE APARTMENTS HARZN, KY Now taking aPplications
on site for Section 8,
rent-subsidized apart•
ments. 1, 2, & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale
Apartments, Hardin,
Equal Housing
Opportunity,
Large 2 bedroom furnished apartment for
rent. Call 753-3593 or
753-7505.
Nice furnished 1 bedroom apartment. In
quire 100 S. 13th St.
Efficiency apartment
104 Williams Ave. De
posit required. 753-1437
or 753-7908 after 5p.m.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. 7514109,
767-6650 or 436,2844.
One and 2 bedroom
furnished apartment
vacant, close to University. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. $130. per
month. Water paid.
Approximately 4 blocks
from campus. No pets.
Call 753,1203.
One bedroom efficiency
apartment for girls.
Partial utilities paid. No
pets. 45. monthly. 753
9741.
Top quality 2 bedroom,
brick duplex, central
heat and air. No chil
dren no pets. 753-6291.
Two bedroom furnished
apartment 311 N. 5th.
Partial utilities fur
fished. 5150. No pets.
Call 753-1703.
Two young women want
to share a nice house
With another woman.
Near MSU and downtown. Private bath and
entrance. Available
August 1. Call Rebekah
after 5p.m. 753-6579.

BE A FASHION
SALES PERSON
MAURICE'S
Chestnut Hill, Murray's new exciting contemporary men and women's Fashion Store Maurice's
needs full time port time sales people and record
keeper. Must be ambitious, enthusiastic, fashion
minded, have sales ability 10 to 35 hours per
week. Excellent salary and benefits. Coll for more
information: Barb Stacey, 502-753-5986, July
12 and 13th between 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Two positions available in office located in Murray.
QUALIFICATION FOR TYPIST
Speed & Accuracy
Ability to work without supervision
QUALIFICATION FOR OFFICE WORKER:
Ability to type last and accurate
Ability to work without supervision
Ability to work with and talk with public in persoo
and phase
Willingness to learn
Send resume include typing speed, minimum and
maximum number of hours would accept, starling
salary expected to: P.O. Box 10408 Murray, Ky.

Y

CONE'S FARM U PICK
Corn 75 cents a dozen
Snap beans and pole
beans 25 cents a pound
I mile west of Benton on
Symsonia Hwy
527 7657

OWNER

3

be

orooms. fireplace, central air, low utilities,

1974 Mustang II, very
Fence sales at Sears
excellent condi
clean
now Call Sears 753 2310
Ft001 SANDING
fenced yard, corner lot lion, 1803 College Farm
for free estimate for
CARPORT
Excellent location. Road,
AND FINISHING
your needs
Gatesborough area
20 peers experifete. Need work on your
1979 Camer0 225 extra
lege girls or boys else
SALE
Realistically priced, nice low mileage 492
Steined flows oar trees? Topping, prun
1 ead 2 bedroom
ASSUMABLE. .8989.
1207 Peggy Ann 561,500
ing, shaping, complete
speciality.
753-6851.
apartments. Sommer
removal and more Call
Pontiac
J2000
4
1982
Dr. Fri. and Set. Brick duplex 400 S 6th
110DTAU
mod fell seer lialversi41, Public Sale
BOYER'S TREE.
-speed, air, AM FM
Misc., clothes, 247 1459.
ty. Phone 753-5865
F10011 CO.
SERVICE for Pro.
stereo, 32mpg. Cost
Brick house 3 years old. MOO
fessional tree care
Sell
$6795
759
or 753-5108 after
354-6127
jewelry and lawn 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 9904,
753-8536
5:30 p.m.
formal dining room, Jeeps, Cars, Trucks
mower.
Painting Paperhanging-.
large den, 2 car garage, under $100 available at
Commercial
Campbell's Tree Ser
concrete drive. House local govt sales in your
Residential Interior
Topping, trim
vice
34. Houses for Rent
has many extras. Ow area. Call
(refundable/ ming, removing. Full Exterior Farm'
ner will consider finan- 1 714 569 0241 ext
Buildings. 25 years
For rent like new 2
1281 insurance
Call 1-527
cing
See at 1809 for directory on how to
experience
Tremon
bedroom home
Gar0918.
Real
Estate
13.
Wiswell
Rd.
or
call
Farris 759-1987.
age, central air, fenced
purchase 74hrs.
Carpet and linoleum
Fri.
753.08390r
and
436-2935.
Sat.
7-???
yard. 400 a month.
Opel 1970 Esport run installation carpentry
DON'T WAIT FOR ning good $475. Call
411 S. 11th St. Fur.
Call 502•695-1871.
Pardom & Thermo.
and general home rep
ANNAN knits h.
SOLD SIGN See today: after Sp.m 753 5773.
Small furnished 1 /
1
2
niter., glass, 'Oink,
air and remodeling.
Insurance &
Almelo asl risyl
Exceptionally well built
story house apReasonable
rates.
753
Surplus
I
Jeeps
Cars
.
misc.
Real Estate
t
OF
H
A
cestse trim work.
proximately 4
miles
Boats. Many sell for 0770, ask for Bob.
specifications
Well tr
Seuthside Court Sol.
east of Murray. Water
kiwaces. Call VOI El
immed lawn, trees, and under $50. For in- Chimney Sweeping
furnished. Electric
Murray, Konticky
formation call 312 931 Service. Do it now
153-1011.
located within jogging
heat. $100 per month.
1961 Ext. 1774.
753-4451
before you need your
distance of MSU. Owner
Couple preferred. Call
to finance to qualified Want to buy 4 door 1980 chimney. Later we will
753-1203.
have a working list. Call Refrigeration and Air.
:ommercial lot on Main buyer. It costs nothing or 1981 Pontiac Bon
Condition Service and
Three bedroom house
GARAGE
iitreet. 88.6ft. wide and to phone for appoint nevil le Brougham 301 435 4348 or 762-4792.
near Ky. Lake. Commotor, vinyl seats. Concrete, block, brick. Repair. Central air
126 ft. deep. Owner ment. 753-1492.
SALE
pletely furnished,
Financing available to
Built-in CO. not condi- 21 years experience No (spring special) corniDuplex near University.
plete cleaning on air
washer dryer included.
lob to large or small.
Sot., July 10th, 8-3, qualified buyer. Lot has 11 I percent assumable tion of sale. 753-8118.
753-8964 after 5p.m.
been cleared and loan. Low down
Call conditioners. 436-5536.
Free estimates
payDeposit required.
705 Poplar. Furniture, leveled. Priced at $75,
50. Used Trucks
Repair on all small
753-5476.
ment. Heat pump. Ap
Two bedroom house,
bedspreads, air condi- 000. KOPPERUD pointment. 759 9577, 753- 1961 Chevy truck runs FREE ESTIMATES On engines_ Lawn mowers,
tillers, and chain saws
Coleman Real Estate
good. $200. 753-457.
tioner, antiques, REALTY, 753-1222.
All Electrical, Plumb
2649.
of any kind. 1001 E.
753-9898 Check with us
1970 Ford Van 6 cylin
BUY FOR SALE BY
ing, Painting, and Well
glassware, lamps. GREAT financing
OWGlendale
off 12th. Sf.
for other rentals
Yes owner
der.
4892565.
Pump Needs. Licensed.
Something for available on this 3 NER. Owner will fin- 1977
753-4590.
Chevy pickup. Call 753 0092 or 753.9673.
ance equity at 12 perWe will sell you a used
everyone. Rain or bedroom brick home in cent to qualified buyer. Good condition with
37. Livestock-Supplies
air conditioner or repair
the heart of town. 4 bedroom, 2
shine.
bath, 2 car extras. Call 753-9648 or
Horses boarded. Pas
Owner has taken garage, city
753-6555.
Roofing All Types, 15 yours. We also buy use'
schools
lure $70. Stalls S30.
air conditioners. Dill
special care of this wooded
lot, 1207 Doran
years experience, all Electric 753 9104.
Limited space. 753 3010.
excellent home for Rd.,
51.
Campers
753 9732.
work
guaranteed.
years. Only S29,000. Call
Don
Will clean out well and:
18ft.
Camper for sale.
38. Pets-Supplies
Spann Realty Assoc. For sale by owner nice 4 753-9342.
Wilkerson, 489-2580 build well houses. Also •
bedroom home near
753-7724.
do some plumbing. Call .
AKC Labrador Reor 345•2602.
hospital. Heat pump,
489 2615.
52 Boats-Motors
treiver. Female 2 years
central airconditioning
old, obedience trained.
5ft. Challenger
mr
Opportunity is
1
baths, garage,
Call 753-8918.
Will dean carpets,
dishwasher, disposal, Runabout with 1980 80hp GENERAL HOME
knocking. Trading
AKC Lhasa Apso pups,
garden spot, etc. As- Mariner outboard. REPAIR. 15 years exwindows, also clean
post on Cypress
Heavy
duty
trailer
with
A KC Cocker Spaniel
FHA loan.
and woo hard wood
perience. Carpentry,
great sumable
has
Springs
mag
wheels.
Canvas
pups. 901-648'5225 or
N.
914
753-7330.
10th
Sat., July
floors. Satisfaction
cover. Excellent condi concrete, plumbing,
possibilities:
901-648,5024.
Nine room house for
roofing, sliding. NO
16th. Boys clothes
tion. 53700. 7519562.
guaranteed.
grocery
1.
Registered Rat Terriers
sale
at
Lynn
Grove.
2
JOB
TO
SMALL.
Free
size 2-3, new craft
and Fox Terriers for
tackle
extra large lots and 1979 tuft. Jet boat 427 estimates. Days 474bait
&
2.
753-3317
Chevrolet engine in
items, drop-leaf
sale. 753 9839.
3. boat & camper extra large storage very good condition. 2359, nights 474 2276.
building. Must see . to
table.
Will
do
any type plumbGuttering by Sears.
storage
40. Produce
appreciate. Phone 759 Call 759-9705 or 753-0359 Sears continuous gut- ing installation or re:
after 7p.m.
Only 1 mile from 2 4702 for appointment.
ters installed for your pairs. Call anytime day
Tomatoes, sweet corn
busy boat docks. Small home, but excel- 21 1...i2ft. Slick Craft specifications. Call or night, Experienced.
and u•pick green beans.
753- lent condition and small Cruiser I88hp Mercrui- Sears 753-2310 for free All work guaranteed:
today
Call
us
Beans $6.50 per bushel. "••••
price. You won't believe ser inboard outboard, estimate.
436-5855.
4000 or 489-2266.
753 -ft 4 8 .
this one. Located near All carpeted forward, K & K STUMP REMO. Will do yard work and
FLEA
New Concord and head marine radio,' VAL. Do you need hedge trimming, cut
41. Public Sale
priced at only $16,900. compass, depth finder, stumps removed from and remove dead
MARKET
KOPPERUD REALTY all engine instruments your yard or land hedge. Call 7510712 or
excellent condition. 436•
Fri. and Sat. 9-5.
753-1222.
cleared of stumps? We 753-3534_
2218.
Two bedroom, frame
Clothes, furniture,
can remove stumps up Will mow lots and do
23ft.
Fiberglass
Cruiser
house, with large living
Realtors
to 24 inches below the bushhogging. Call 759coffee maker, cosh
4-PARTY
room, dining room and 155 OMC engine fully ground, leaving only 1503.
Village Hwy. 641 N.
register, adding
kitchen. Block and half equipped. S4200. 759- sawdust and chips. Call
GARAGE SALE
Will sharpen hand saws
Murray, Ky.
machine, misc. items.
from University campus 1987.
for free estimates. Bob
an 4
656
d
chain saws.
wonderful neighbor- 6.5hp Evinrude out- Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Sat., July 10th 7 a.m.
In front of Singer in
753
Newly decorated tri- hood. Price in middle board motor. Topper for Kemp Jr 435,4319.
206 S. 15th. Bicycles,
Bel-Air Shopping
level beauty on . two lots ,.20's. 1625 W. Olive long wheel base pickup.
LAMP-work done. Call"
lawn furniture, fans,
in It ingswood. Central Phone: 753-3741 or 527- S100. each. Call 753-8811
Caster.
anytime 436-2226.
gas heat, 4 bedrooms, 2 3675.
after 5p.m.
glassware,
Licensed electrician for
bath, large den, kitchen Two or 4
bedroom
typewriter, household
residential
and com
with all appliances in53. Services Offered
home, in beautiful
mercial. Heating and
items, loads of misc.
cluded. Price just re- Panorama
Shores on AIR CONDITIONERS aircondition, gas in
duced to $57,500. KOP- Blood River.
Below and appliances ser- stallation and repair.
PERUD REALTY. 753market at 45,000. Ex- viced. Freezers, Phone 753-7203.
1222.
isting . at 8.5 percent. washers, dryers, and
MITCHELL
Sofas, chairs, brass. PICTURE PRETTY Loan can be assumed. refrigerators. All BLACKTOPPING
How about letting us Call 1-247-0023 after brands. 759•1322.
look bed, books, show
Indust
Commercial,
you this double 6p.m.
APPLIANCE
housewares and free
rial, Residential, also
wide mobile home?
SERVICE • Kenmore,
Patching and Seal
items. Also multiLocated off 121 South /17. Motorcycles
Westinghouse,
Coating Phone 7511537
55. Feed and Seed
approximately 10 miles
party sale at same adWhirlpool. 20 years
from Murray on a 1974 Honda 550 four, experience. Parts and
dress. Fri. and Sat. 8Wheat corn for sale $1
gently sloping yard that custom paint and seat. service. Bobby Hopper
minuet a
lay
dozen 489 2101 or 489
Nice 400. Call 474-8823,
4
is shaded to perfection.
Bob's Appliance Ser
2852
siding and Aluminum
1313 Roberson
A beautiful setting for 1976 Kawasaki K Z400 vice 202 S. 5th St.
lot house on the left
trim for ell houses. It
this 3 bedroom home. including windshield, 7 5 3
(S. Kirkwood Ext.)
4 8 7 2 ,
56. Free Column
past Land Fill Rd. 1 2 1
luggage
rack,
sissy
bar
Extras include disstops painting.
753 8886(home
759-1644
and
crash
bar.
Shop
Free puppies 489-2862
and
outside
hwasher
Electric
8-8.
N. Fri.
Jack Glover
Appliance repair work
storage only $17,750. It's manual tool kit and 2
Six beautiful kittens 'kg
welder, furniture,
all brands. Specialize in
helmets.
S650.
Call
762worth your time to look
give away.. 753 3994
Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
clothing, electric
call Spann Realty As- 614.
5-PARTY
354-6956. Earl Lovett.
soc. 753-7724.
stove, and nick nacks.
1978 Yamaha YZ80 good
Asphalt driveways and
condition. Call 753-1270.
YARD SALE
parking lots sealed by
1979 Suzuki GS 1000 fully
Sears. For free es
July 8, 9, and 10 from
S
Rtfell
eanty
t
equipped with vetter,
timates call 753-2310.
5.??? Antiques,
fairly lowers, luggage,
We repair all makes of Travel
low rpileage. 7515950 or
clothes, dolls, books, I,
trailers
and pop-ups. We also do
753-9756.
ROOF
stereo, table and
0ffice Comet re Coast
1981 Yamaha XS 400,
vehicle
wiring, brakes and
tow
chairs, misc, items.
PROBLEMS?
tem,from Everywhere
Approximately 2600
leKsbk Service Since 1900
Located 3'2 miles
miles. Like new condi
hitch
instolation
toilet chemical and
opiNeed a second
1912 Coldwater Reel
tion. Call 753,7301
South 121 on the Old
Fri., July 9th 8-3.
local
nion?
accessories
in stock.
many
other
Remy, Gawky 42071
For
sale
1980 Honda 650
Salem Road. Rain or
1553 Oxford Dr.
(502A)
46
5 3-€
.0114
references. Cell Hugh
Custom motorcycle.
Shine. 753-7470.
Clothes, baby items,
Good condition 436-5403
Outland. 759-1718 or
(oft. 111101014
toys, furniture, golf P.
or 436-5030.
753-8076.
Broker
XL
185
excellent
condiclubs, etc. Cancelled
Limner' kneed
tion
best
offer.
489
215.3.
if rain.
Gigantic 7CARPET CLEANING,
31/2 miles from
Free Estimates
Family Yard
Murray on Hwy. 94 E.
WORTH A SECOND 48. Auto Services
Satisfied references,
LOOK --If you have not
Vibra Steam or Quick limmimemmemar
Open doily 9-5, Closed on Sunday
Sale
seen a home yet that's
Dry Cleaning.
YARD SALE
804 N. 19th St.
KEY
worth your time and
(502) 753-4199
(Upholstery Cleaning).
money then it is time
July 9 and 10 at 8:00
Fri. and Sat.
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
PARTS
AUTO
you
bedroom,
saw
this
4
bed
baby
753 5827
cm. New
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
2 bath home, a family
and mattress, baby
Bicycles, motorroom the kids can live
Hwy 121 South
cycles, furniture,
boys, girls, sad
in. A living, room you
Murray, Ky.
will really live in. We're
glassware, radios,
women' clothes.
sure
you will like what
stereos, clothing, anClocks, dishes,
and used auto
New
you see. For a grand
household items, set
*mu.
tour call 753 1492. Ow
parts batteries tires
Saturday July 10th at 10 a.m. from Murray take
ner says he will not
of silver plated silverwheel covers Ante
refuse
any
reasonable
Highway 94 West to Lynn Grove, take Highway 893
110
heaters,
wore,
Accessories.
offer.

FOR RINT
Beeetifielt for
feits:school/
.

I

Yard
Sale

I

Yard
Sale

Moving
Sale

Yard
Sale

CAMPER REPAIR

Yard
Sale

BIG MAC'S
CAMPER SALES

Auction Sale

sir conditioner, smell
appliances and much
more. 1 1 1 mile on
Hwy. 464 at Kirksey,
follow signs.
489'S65

L

SPECIAL SALE
Three Days, Thursday, Friday 8 Saturday
July 8th through July 10th
1979 AMC Specials

'1995.00
Garrison Motor Sales
25 To Choose From

Hwy. 641 Worth (Across From RivoriarTreiler Covets)

753-5500

4-Party
Garage Yard
Sat. 8-4
2108 Sdinborougli of
Gateshorough Or.
Pool tittle, couch,
t.v. 5sme, car tape
player, lamps, toaster
oven, clothes.

Yard
Sale
1 1 1 miles out 64)
Soirth watch for signs.
Baby clothes,
immerses items. Fri.
sad Set.

Duane's Place -Used
VolKswa9011 Parts, tuneup, break jobs, rebuilt
motors. 435.4272.

momb.mnarn
Good Neighborhood
An Neighbors
Three bedroom,
1/
1
2 bath, brick
home with living
room, dining room,
family room, chain
link fence
backyard, large
covered wooden
deck, automatic
garage door
opener, central gas
heat and insulated
to TVA snecificaLions to help save on
those winter heat
bills. All this and offered in the low
RDO's through KOPPERUD REALTY
711 Main 753-1222.

19. Used Cars
1950 2 door hardtop
Chevy. 8ft, truck camper with jacks, Yamaha
motorcycle size 80, shop
space heater, parlor
type wood stove. 492
8500.
1973 4 door Lincoln
New tires, A-1
sedan
condition throughout.
153 78-46.
197) -Toyota Corona.
753 9342.
1974 Dasher Station
Wagon•yellow, same
body style through 1979.
L
and body excellent
condition, $1850. 753
4951 759- 4005•
1977 Ford Granada 302
motor Average 2Smpg.,
39,000 miles 12875. Ex
cellent condition. 4374601

North
mile, from Mayfield take 121 toward Murray
to 1836. Watch for auction signs.

Mrs. Grojean passed away, she lived in an apartment and no
room for an auction so we moved to my place. A like new small
frost free refrigerator, nice 19" color t.v., drop leaf table and
chairs, good hidabed couch, od chairs, recliner, maple coffee and
end tables, one lot of nice old quilts, lamps, electric fan. heaters, ,
good carpet, odd chest, maple bed, toaster ovens, pots and pans,
good walkers, pottie chair, drapes, vanities, small wood desk.
large metal desk, odd small tables, old hi back rocker, metal
cabinets, kitchen stools, camera, library table, half bed, hospital
bed, 4 padded folding chairs, hair dryer, one lot of display racks,
electric adding machine, cash register from the Clothes Closet, 2
piano's, stone Jugs, tobacco knife, push mower, gas edger, small
steam table, garden tiller, good 3 H.P. masionary radial arm
saw. Many other items not listed. Sale held rain or shine. Note.,
responsible for any accidents, lunch available. For more information and your auction needs call

Dan Miller
. Auction Service
435-4144 Lye. Grove. Ky.
Dee Mellor Aectieweer
I will buy house of furniture or by the piece
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John Snider
Mrs. Edwards Mr. Givens' C.D. Yates
dies Tuesday dies; funeral rites today
dies; rites
John L. Snider, 43,
Services for Martin at
Dukedom
Dresden, Tenn., died on Saturday
Givens were today at 2
Tuesday about 10:30 a.m.
Comfrom electrical shock
while working at a construction site in Sharon,
Tenn.
The deceased, an
employee of Brooks
Welding Co., had been using a 110-volt electric drill
while working on an addition being built at the
Sharon Manufacturing,
Inc., according to personnel of the Weakley County
Sheriff's office.
Mr. Snider was killed
instantly. collapsing on
the scaffold, the official
said. Cardio-pulmonary
resuscitation failed to
revive him and he was
pronounced dead on arrival at Volunteer
General Hospital, Martin, Tenn.
He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Betty
McAllister Snider; one
daughter, Mrs. Jackie
Wiseman, Baton Rouge,
La.; one son, Mark L.
Snider, Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii; two sisters, Mrs.
Lela Winstead, Deresden,
and Mrs. Virginia
Sawyer, Puryear, Tenn.
The funeral will be Friday at 10:30 a.m, in the
chapel of Bowlin Funeral
Home, Dresden. Burial
will follow in Sunset
Cemetery there.

Bolen rites
in chapel
Final rites for Harley
D. Bolen were today at Z
p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale
officiated. Mason Thompson directed the singers
from Kirlcsey, Union Hill
and Walnut Grove Churches of Christ.
Pallbearers were
Kevin Bolen, Ross Bolen,
Mark Bolen, Randy
Butler, Gary Butler and
Bryan Cook, grandsons.
Burial was in Mt. Carmel
Cemetery.
Mr. Bolen, 73, 618
Broad St., died Tuesday
at 9:29 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
His wife, Myrtle, survives, along with two
daughters, three sons,
two sisters, 13 grandchildren and five greatgrandchildren.

Ruling issued
NEWPORT, Ky. (AP)
— The state attorney's office has ruled that a
police officer cannot be
forced to answer a question during a departmental internal affairs investigaticirTirthe answer
might be used to incriminate him in court.

•

Mrs. Ella Edwards, 67,
Oaks Road, Paducah,
died today at 112 a.m. at
Parkview Hospital,
Nashville, Tenn. Her husband, Hugh V. Edwards,
died in 1978.
The deceased was a
member of Oaklawn Baptist Church and of a
chapter of the Order of
the Eastern Star_ Born
Dec. 7, 1914, at Dexter,
she was the daughter of
Frank M. Ernstberger
and Dona Asher Ernstberger.
Mrs. Edwards is survived by two sons, Jerry
D. Edwards, Nashville,
and Donald H. Edwards,
Paducah; two sisters,
Mrs. Blanche Roe,
Jackson, Tenn., and Mrs.
Damon (Jo) Mathis, Murray.
Also surviving are five
grandchildren, two greatgrandchildren and
several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Burial
will follow in Stewart
Cemetery.
Friends may cal at the
funeral home after 9 a.m.
Friday.

Mrs. King's
rites today
Services for Mrs.
Elizabeth Ray King will
be today at 4 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.
Dr. Jerrell White and the
Rev. Ronnie Adams will
officiate. Mrs. Otto Erwin
will be organist.
Pallbearers will be
Dale Campbell, Rob
Walston, Johnny Anderson, Tommy Rushing,
Keith Brandon and Gil
Hopson. Burial will follow
in Barnett Cemetery.
Mrs. King, 78, Aurora,
Ill., formerly of Calloway
County, died Monday at
her home. She was the
widow of Donor King.

Lance cleared
CLEVELAND, Tenn.
(AP) — The son of former
federal budget director
Bert Lance has been
cleared of a drunken driving charge in this
southeast Tennessee
town, officials said.
A Bradley County
grand jury returned a
"no true" bill against
Thomas Lance on Tuesday, meaning the panel
did not find sufficient
evidence against Lance
to support the drunken
driving charge.
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Mrs. Nichols
dies; funeral
to be Friday
The funeral for Mrs.
Gladys Mildred Nichols
will be Friday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Lindsey
Funeral Home, Paducah.
The Rev. Perkins Atherton and the Rev. Kenneth
Brown will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Maplelawn Cemetery
there.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Nichols, 65, 221
Calvert Drive, Paducah,
died Tuesday at 11 a.m.
at Lourdes Hospital
there. She was a member
of Highview Baptist
Church.
Survivors include her
husband, Virgil Lynn
Nichols; one daughter,
Mrs. Jeanette Walker,
Lovelaceville; one son,
R.H. Joyce, Murray; four
grandchildren, Larry
Joyce and Stacey Joyce,
Murray, Keith Walker
and Donna Walker,
Lovelaceville.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Ada Baker,
Symsonia; two brothers,
Henry Brown, Paducah,
and Willie D. Brown,
Dexter; several nieces
and nephews.
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The funeral for
modore Dewey Yates was
today at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of Jackson
Funeral Home,
Dukedom, Tenn. Alonzo
Williams and Richard
Adams officiated.
Burial was in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Mr. Yates, 83, Rt. 1.
Water Valley, died Tuesday at Haws Memorial
Nursing Home, Fulton.
He was a self-employed
welder and a member of
Pilot Oak Church of
Christ.
Born Aug. 1, 1898, in
Graves County, he was
the son of the late Charlie
Yates and Kate May
Taylor Yates.
Survivors are his wife,
Mrs. Arnice Lee
McAlister Yates. to
whom he had been married for 61 years; two
daughters, Mrs. Betty
Stone, Houston, Texas,
and Mrs. Carl (Jean
Greer, South Fulton,
Tenn.; two sons, William
Hanley Yates, Hardin,
and Dewey Edward
Yates, Madisonville.
Also surviving are
three sisters, Mrs. Grace
Wadlington, Mayfield,
Mrs. Datha Farmer,
Wingo, and Mrs. Rachel
Williams, Tucson, Ariz.;
one brother, Goble Yates,
Mayfield; nine grandchildren; eight greatgrandchildren.

From Lett . Chad Cot loran, l.ynda and Dale Cochran

e

The Summer
Clearance Sale
Is Now In
Progress With

Stock market
Industrsal A vmge

352

An Products
Amer-scan Motors
Ashland
Amerwar Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Ford
GAF
Crelltral Dynamos
General Motors
General Tire
Goodyear
Gal Oil ...
Heubleia
IBM
J C Penney
'emu
Rmart
Pennwalt
Quaker Otata
Ter....
US Totem
Rendy's

714 ant
34 unc
Wsus
We me
re oar
We -4
41.04
Ills -4
no. -es
tlAs -1e —
124 -4
..MOo +
344 mar

1114
Ve
1B20.4.A
10,
Irtt .04
31 •4
3111e -4
We -4
No Trade
144

C E F Yield

14.12

You're invited by Dale and
Lynda Cochran to visit
their son, Chad Cochran,
new owner of King's Den,
Bel Air Center.

1/3-1 /2 OFF
New Store Hours 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Monday-Saturday
Bel-Air Centerl
1 753-0550

Hog market
Federal-State Market News Serve', July I.
inn
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes Shuysng Stetsons
Receipts Act SI Fst 544 Barrows & Goa
steady Sows steady to 1 50 Parker most admane on nes over ea/ Ina
US 1.55.54116s
410 734/ 75
US1310-211)
12-10.15
US 2 210420
US 23101W U.
Ma 15.0075
Sows
US I-2MM lbs
13•0141.21
US 1-3 3W4MIllas
01.10-33.10
US 1-31164111ilas
11110-53 01
121-34110411111a
IMMO
If. 511 SD
U11114711/14Nlbs.
CO 00-51
Basna.11044.111

MOTORCYCLE
AUCTION SALE
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p.m. in the chapel of
Jackson Funeral Home,
Dukedom, Tenn. Richard
Adams officiated.
Entombment was in the
Highland Park
Mausoleum, Mayfield.
Mr. Givens, 86, Rt. 1,
Water Valley, died Tuesday at Marshall County
Long-Term Care Facility, Benton.
Born Aug. 23, 1895, in
Graves County, he was
the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. George Givens. He
was a retired farmer and
a member of Pilot Oak
Church of Christ. He was
an Army veteran of
World War I.
Mr. Givens is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Attie
Rowland Givens, to
whom he had been married for 19 years; ont
nephew, Charles Bennett,
Water Valley.

Friday July 9 - 7:00 P.M.
Auction To Be Held
A t Overby Hondo Warehouse
4th & Sycamore beside the
Flower Basket
In Murray, Ky.

1 LADIES & GIRLS I

MEN'S & BOYS
Men's Fashion

Ladies Canvas

Jeans

Shoes

20-50%

All Men's Dress

Suits
men's Dress

20-50%

Slacks

20-50%

off

!
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Overby Hondo has sold so many new Hondas that they are over
stocked on nice trade-ins. This is your chance to buy at your
own price.

TO BE AUCTIONED
Mini Bikes - Dirt Bikes
ATC - 3 Wheelers
Odyssey 4 Wheelers
Small 8, Med. Road Bikes
G

Dan Miller
Auctioneer
•All Sales Final
*Cash L Carry
Only
Me Itespeesible Fef Amy Accalewts

o Cart

Register for free mini bike to be given away. Must be present
do win.

This is your chance of a lifetime to bid on quality merchandise at auction prices-you make your own bargains, so
come on out and save

Overby Honda
Murray,
Kentucky

Bests Om ill SO
Sale Stan Ptialtly al i N
NI'? S lb SI

1 / 2 price

All Ladies

Slacks

Shirts

20-50%

Sportswear

Hats

20%

off

% off

Small-2X120

One Group Men's Polyester
owl los
Short Sleeved
efOkile Sites

Size 24-341

off

1/2 price

/ 2 on

One Group Ladies
By Exquisite Form

Bras & Girdles

Men's Summer

200/0

1/3 To 1 / 2 Off

Ladies Asst. Colors Painters

Jeans

Men's Short Sleeved

Caps

20% off

Ladies

Men's Straw

Jumpsuit

1 /3 To 1 / 2 Off

Purses

Men's Sport

Coveralls

Dresses
All Ladies

Ali‘
i%

1/2 price

All Ladies Summer

1/2 price

All ladies Summer

Dress Shoes &
Sandals

1 / 2 price

All Girls
All Men's Western

Straw Hats

1/2 price

Men's

Ties

1/2 price

Boy's Knit

Shirts

Dresses &
Sportswear

20 To 50%

Off

20 To 50%

Off

Girls

Sandals
Infant

20-50% off

20 To 50% off

No Exchanges or Refunds On Sole Merchandise
All Sales Final No Alterations

SETTLE-WORKMAN

